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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, September 18, 1973

Source Close To Agnew Says
He's Increasingly Certain
Resignation Reports Untrue
Gerald L Warren, Nixon's
deputy press secretary, also refused to comment when asked
if Agnew continues to have the
full faith and confidence of the
President. Warren said he
adopted the position of not commenting after talking to Nixon.
The source familiar with Agnew's thinking said he believes
the report in the Washington
Post quoting a senior Republican figure as saying he is 99Oi
per cent sure Agnew will leave
office "is a bad overreading of
something he ( Agnew) might
have toyed with.
"Moreover, the source (for
the story) apparently caught
Agnew in a moment of reflection and came away with the
impression that this was going
to happen," the Agnew associate said, "Agnew is a man under siege and therefore is highly susceptible to being misinterpreted in what he says."
Warren made it clear he had
adopted a blanket no comment
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Property Values
In Calloway Co.
Up 46 Per Cent

policy concerning the vice president's situation "after talking
to a number of people
How much have property
including the President."
values in Calloway County
He was asked if he still dechanged in the last five years?
nied the White House is fashWhat effect has it had on the
ioning contingency plans for the
local tax situation?
nomination of a new vice presiAccording to a government
LIONS RECEIVE AWARDS—Seven members of the Murray Lions Club are recipients of Lions survey, just released, the
dent should Agnew resign.
"I'll continue those denials International's Chevron Award for continuous membership. The awards were presented by Lion Dr. assessed value of realty and
C.C.Lowry, Iright front)ts,leftto right, Robert Hendon, 20 years; M.C. MeCniston, 30 years; James other holdings subject to local
today," he said.
Warren also was asked if he Thurmond, 15 years, Lester Nanny, 10 years; Lowry. Back row, George Ligon, 15 years; Dr. Jim
property taxes has increased
stood by his earlier statement Hart,' 15 years; and Rex Tbseopsos, 10 years. Not present was George Lilly, 10 years.
appreciably in the period. It has
that Nixon and Agnew did not
climbed 46 percent.
discuss a possible resignation
This compares with a 43
Roll Call Report
when they last met formally
percent rise in the Unted States
and privately on Sept. 1.
and with 34 percent in the State
"I have no reason to change
By James C. Williams
of Kentucky.
my comments in the past," he
The survey, which covered
said.
every section of the country,
if anyone is of the opinion that
The Post said that it has
was conducted by the Census
fall is not upon us, then this
learned that Agnew has held
Bureau in connection with its
morning should dispel any such
lengthy discussion in the past
1972 Census of Governments. It
notions.
The coolness this
few days on the advisability of
was the first such study since
morning, should also remind us
resigning voluntarily.
that coats of some kind will be
WASHINGTON—Here's how additional controls would $185 million over a three-year 1967.
The report was not flatly de- area Members of
As a result, data is now
order for any future football
Congress penalize the American farmer. period for training ambulance
nied by Agnew's press secre- were
games.
recorded on major roll Some of them argued that drivers and hospital emergency available on more than 80
tary, J. Marsh Thomson, al- call
votes Sept. 5, through Sept. foreign buyers will look room workers.' The bill also million pieces of real and
(See Agnew,Page 10)
The human being has so many
12.
elsewhere if America reneges contained a prohibition against personal property that are
muscles that are not used from
HOUSE
on its trade agreements.
President Nixon's planned carried on local tax assessment
rolls throughout the nation.
day today. We've worked more
EXPORT CONTROLS—
Rep. Roman Mazzoli (1)4) closing of eight Public Health
They are valued for local tax
for the past several days,from
Passed, 220 for and 133 against, voted "yea," Rep. William Service hospitals around the
purposes at $641 billion, after
a physical standpoint, and we
a bill to increase the Preisdent's Natcher (D-2) voted "nay," country.
have discovered muscles that
control of the export of Rep. Frank Stubblefield (1)-1)
Those voting for the bill called deduction for those that are
have not been used for years.
agricultural and lumber did not vote.
the measure necessary for legally exempt. This compares
The way you find them is that
products.
improving the country's with a net of $442 billion five
+++
hurt. You even have
they
Under present law, critical
VETO SUSTAINED—Failed, emergency medical facilities. years ago.
In Calloway County, the
muscles in your neck.
domestic
shortages and 273 for and 144 against, to They said also that the PHS
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Colson to determine whether domestic inflation must exist override President Nixon's veto hospitals provide care to per- figures show, the assessed
Most of the gravel project at Senate Watergate committee Colson be called as a witness.
before exports can be con- of the Emergency Medical sons who cannot afford to get it value of locally taxable
property came to $153,229,000,
Colson was tentatively strick- trolled. The proposed law would Services bill. The override elsewhere.
our house is complete. announced today it will resume
Presumably this means that Public heacings on Monday.with en from the witness, list last permit action if the possibility attempt fell five votes short of
Opponents called the bill
grass and weeds will not grow the testimony of Watergate con- week after his lawyer report- of either shortages or inflation the 9.78-vote, two-thirds, inflationary. They said the PHS
up under the shrubs neat to the spirator E. Howard Hunt, then edly told the committee that exists. The bill's intent is to give majority needed. This marked hospitals are out-dated and a
house and we will not have to question three other witnesses Colson expected to be indicted the President increased control the fifth consecutive time this drain on the federal budget.
try and mow up under these as part of the political sabotage in connection with the Ellsberg over inflation by increasing his
After the veto was sustained
ear that congress has
shrubs. We put down plastic and phase of its probe.
burglary. It also has been re- power to control exports.
sustained a Presidential veto. House Republicans introduced
then put the gravel on top of it.
Supporters argued that the
The bill would have provided
(See Roll Call,Page 10)
Chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr., ported that Colson has inNot a bad job if we do say so, for 1)-NC., said the panel will hear dicated he would take the Fifth proposed law would give the
an amateur.
from Hunt, then White House Amendment and refuse to testi- Administration the felxibility it
By L. J. Hortin
secret agent John J. Caulfield, fy if he were not given immun- needs to slow inflation caused
Good to see the group out at
ity.
by foreign demand for products
presidential speech writer PatThe Jackson Purchase
the Triangle Inn this morning.
Ervin refused to confirm that such as wheat, of which an
rick J. Pat Buchanan, and a
Historical Society will visit
First time we have dropped by
report,
but
said
the
matter
will
estimated
one-third
of
the
1972
man identified as John Reagan.
historical sites on a chartered
there for a week or two.
be explored further with Col- crop was sold abroad.
bus trip to Louisville Saturday,
Opponents argued that exErvin also said the panel will son, who has been identified as
October
20.
We wonder if anyone else is meet in executive session a central figure in so-called dir- porting agricultural products
Dr.. Hunter Hancock, forhaving a cricket invasion in Wednesday with former special ty tricks operations allegedly helps America's balance-ofSPACE CENTER, Houston propulsion, life support and othmerly chairman of the
their home. We don't know how presidential counsel Charles W. ordered by the- White House.
payments problem and that i AP) -- The Skylab 2 astro- er systems.
these little critters get in, but
Friday — Bean, Garriott and biological science department
nauts began the final week of
State University, will
we capture at least two a day
their record 59-day space flight Lousrna hold a news conference at Murray
be directing the leth trip in the
and put them outside. Find
televised
to
mission
that
will
be
today,facing a full schedule befor the society.
them in the kitchen sink,
fore their return to earth next control, answering questions past 15 years
chirrping in the corner of a
submitted by newsmen cov- Prof. Wilson Gantt, dean of
Tuesday.
admissions and registrar at
bathroom or most anywhere.
Included in the flight plan is ering the flight.
Murray State University, is
They are full grown crickets.
a space walk, a news conferSaturday — Bean and Gar- president of the Jackson PurWe scoop them up and deposit
ence from orbit and a complete riott plan a three-hour space
chase Society.
them outside the door.
checkout of the Apollo ferry walk, stepping outside the orThe organization includes
WASHINGTON (AP) — The port Monday by a two-member two-paragraph conclusion of the ship that is to bring the astro- biting laboratory to change film
approximately 175 members in
A good roast and cabbage last Senate Foreign Relations Com- subcommittee that Kissinger's Case-Sparkman report.
nauts home.
in the telescope cameras. Mis- the eight counties of 'the
night for supper with some good mittee today approved the nom- role in national security wireAfter extensive medical, sci- sion control will operate the
The two senators said the
They are
get
You
can
roast gravy.
ination of Henry A. Kissinger to tapping "was not such as to fact that the administration entific and earth resources ex- telescope system by remote Jackson Purchase.
Ballard, McCracken, Marshall,
a cheap cut roast and make it be secretary of state.
bar him from confirmation by made the FBI summary avail- periments today and Wednes- control to study the sun be- Carlisle, Graves, Calloway,
good if you brown it in a skillet,
The committee voted 16 to 1 the Senate."
able to them, after first resist- day, Alan L. Bean, Owen K. tween the time the Skylab 2 Hickman, and Fulton.
on both sides, then put it in a to recommend Senate conThe report was filed by Sens. ing, "is .a good omen for the Garriott and Jack R. Lousma crew leaves and the Skylab 3
Miss Margaret Heath, 1=
covered pan with a couple of firmation of President Nixon's Clifford P. Case, R-N.J. and development and continuation have this schedule:
astronauts rocket to the space Maple Street, Benton, Ky.,
cups of water and let it simmer choice to succeed William P. John Sparkman, 1)-Ala., who of the mutual trust which Uust
Thursday — Extensive check station Nov. 11.
secretary-treasurer, will
for most of the day on low heat. Rogers.
received an FBI summary of exist between the Department of the Apollo ship, which has
Sunday — The astronauts receive reservations for the
When you put the roast in the
Sen. George S. McGovern, D- electronic surveillance of 13 of State and the executive been hooked to one end of the
pan, pour some water in the, S.D:, said he voted against Kis- government officials and four branch in general'and the Con- laboratory since the astronauts conduct their final experiments. tour until October 13. Dr.
skillet you browned the roast in singer as a symbolic protest newsmen between May 1969 gress if the foreign policy of arrived July 28. They will veriand scrap it around to get all the against prolongation of the and February 1971.
the nation is to have maximum fy the guidance and navigation,
goodies out,and pbur this in the Vietnam war.
Kissinger told the committee support of the American
pan too. Don't let the roast get
Kissinger, German-born for- publicly that the telephone taps people."
dry as it slowly cooks, and you mer Harvard professor, is to were recommended by the FBI
Meantime, Sen. George
can literally pull the meat off retain his position as ati-istant and the attorney general to de- McGovern, 1)-S.D., announced
with your fingers, if you don't Ito President Nixon for nati6har—ICrtnine the source of leaks of he would vote against conmind being a sloppy eater.
security affairs.
national security information, firmation as "symbolic testiConfirmation by the full Sen- and that he was required to mony against • Kissinger's role
Fellow says eat, drink and be ate could come within the identify individuals who had ac- in the needless prolongation of
merry for tomorrow it will cost week.
cess to information of the type the Indochina war, as well as
more.
The nomination was cleared leaked.
the 1971 tragedy of Banglafor a committee vote with a reThe committee made public a desh."
Notice a man his wife had six
The Calloway County Firekids born the other day. He'll
Rescue Unit was called to the
get plenty of tax deductions all
home of Henry Jones west of
right, but his main problem is
Yo•
orPo
Hazel Monday afternoon when
finding enough money to feed,
an outbuilding used to store
clothe and house them. If his tax
tools was reported burning.
deductions would equal what it
Firemen said that a spark
takes to do this, then he's got it
from a burning brush pile blown
made. But, unfortunately the
on the building by the wind
tax deduction for a child will
caused the fire, which left the
nowhere near equal what it
building a total loss. The blaze
actually costs to raise a child.
did not spread to -k. Other
e,
CIVITANS TO
NSOR MAGIC SHOW—Nick Horton,
buildings, however.
president of the Murray Civitan Club, has announced that the
Personnel answering the Civitate will sponsor a two hour stage show called "It's Magic"
alarmBlwariiiliax Dowdy, Loft! on Saturday, September 29, at the Murray State Auditorium. The
Key,
Miller, Randy Linn, proceeds of the show will benefit the Murray Civitan charitable
Mason Milby, Hal Rodgers, projects and tickets are now being sold.
Clear and cooler tonight, low
Jerry McCoy,Bill Marcum, Jim
-It's Magic"features Wandi the Magician who has been seen on
in the mid 40s. Sunny and
Johnson, Jerry Edwards, Ron
the Joey Bishop Show, Truth of Consequences and To Tell The
slightly warmer Wednesday,
Stout
Stout.
and
Ran
•
are Colonel Bill Holey who is president of
high in the low to mid 70s.
The Rescue Squad also an- Truth. Also in the show
Ventriloquist
the
International
Association, The Jima' Lou
swered a call Monday on HighRather cool throughout the
BIG M CLUB—Dr. Constantine (Den.) Curds, new president of Murray State University, was way 94 West when a car driven Dancersf master manipulators Richard Womack and Carol,
period Thursday through
Broadway the Magical Clown, Wand', Jr., and others.
Saturday, with periods of rain earned as a pewmeluber of the Big M Chth at the cub's dinner meeting last night. Officers of the club by Jimmy Colson overturned in
_
Horton and David Graham, Civitan project chairman,said that
are,
left
to
right,
Bill
Fandrich,
FA
viceprealdent; Bobby Grogan, membership chairman; Will
'
Gasoline- bum theThursday through Friday,
the Show had been sit is a 2:14 pill triatfilee Ibis'Veer 66 pop
followed by clearing Saturday. Stokes, sergeant at arms; Dick Stout, president; Clyde Adkins. vice-president; and Ted Billington, car had spilled and the rescue would
lulve time to attend the show and also the Murray State
Highs mostly in the Ala, and treasurer. Ronald Churchill, not pictured, is secretary.
squad was called to prevent the
football game that evening.
H,111)
Staff
Photo
David
by
lows in the 50s.
gas from catching on fire.

Seen&Hearsci
Around
Murray

Congressmen Support
Export Controls Bill

Watergate Hearings
To Resume Monday
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Re-Register To Vote

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
source close to Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew said today he
was increasingly certain that
reports saying Agnew may resign this week are not true. A
spoitesnlan for President Nixon
refused/to comment on the report. .1

One Section
Today

P O.
11:a
r/'
o I

as against the total in 1967,
$105,201,000.
In general, throughout the
country, the assessed value iS
the base against which tax rates
are applied. But it is not
necessarily the true market
value of the property. More
often than not, property is
assessed for tax purposes at
well below the actual value.
Related to population, the tax
base in Calloway County was•
equivalent to $5,177 for every
man, woman and child in the
local area.
Elsewhere in the United
States, the average was $3,061
per capita and, in Southern
States, $2,772.
The report states that "for
local governments, property
taxes remain their preeminent
revenue source. Collections
exceed anything in the past,
even through property taxes
now constitute a smaller percentage of total revenue than
they did 10 years ago."
Currently, it shows, local
governments are getting $36.7
from property taxes, equal to
84.6 percent of their total
revenue.
Back in 1961, on the other
hand, when property taxes were
providing them with 87.7 percent of their total, they
amrnounted to only $17.4 billion.

Historical Society
Schedules Bus Trip

ht
is

Week Of Flight Today

of
to

Senate Committee Approves
Kissinger Nomination Today

Rescue Unit
Called To
Fire Monday

•

The Weather

Hancock says the cost of the
tour will be $21.00.
The bus will leave Paducah
October 20 at 6:00 a.m.;
Mayfield at 6:40 a.m.; Murray
at 7:20 a.m.; and Benton at 7:40
a.m. It will return the same
day.
The first stop will be at the
Cherokee Park in Louisville for
a luncheon at 11:35 a.m.
The second stop on the tour
will be historic Farmington in
Louisville. This beautiful
historic 14-room house was built
in 1810 from plans drawn by
Thomas Jefferson and was
visited by Abraham Lincoln.
The third stop will be the
Zachary Taylor National
Cemetery. Zachary Taylor,
twelfth President of the United
States, is buried in the
Cesnetery. He was the father-inlaw of Jefferson Davis. He was
the second of the only two Whig
presidents in the United States.
The family cemetery will be
visited at the same stop. The
bus will go by President
Taylor's home "Springfield."
The fourth stop will be Locust
Grove. Built about 1790, it was
the last home of George Rogers
Clark, founder of Louisville. He
died at Locust Grove February
13, 1818.
The fifth stop for the Purchase historians will be the old
historical Louisville Water
Works, built in 1860 on the old
River Road.
The final stop will be for
dinner at The Old House
Restaurant. It was built in 1830
and is one of the most famous
eating places in the nation. It
was purchased in 1838 by Dr.
Robert
Canine.
Three
generations of his family have
lived there.
The Old House Restaurant
has received many honors and
awards including: Duncan
Hines, Ford Times, Saturday
Evening Post, House Beautiful,
,Holiday Magazine, and Coronet
Magazine. This antebellum.
house at 432 South 5th Street,
was built in the 1830's. Celluloid
was invented in The Old House.
It was the first home in
Louisville to have steam heat.
'Today visitors from all over the
world dine at The Old House
and enjoy browsing through the
-morns Mid- with- -aaffittsniture, rare copper, silver, and
paintings." Or. Hancock said
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N. 4th St
Murray, Kentucky 42071. Phone 753 1916
Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher

Without the support and
Dear Editor:
Sincerely,
One year ago the Murray encouragement of so many, we
Mrs. John Belt, Chin.
Woman's Club decided to might never have been so
Power Rescue Tool Project
sponsor a project which later successful.
Murray Woman's Club
involved the entire community—the purchase of the
111I,131,11 071tCn; Pf(4'
Hurst Power Rescue Tool for
Murray and Calloway County. if51
The project seemed to be quite a
thru
large undertaking but with the
support of so many it was
successful.
The tool was purchased and
completely paid for within the
SIAMESE
hath
year and at this point apTWINS
ned
AT
preciation needs to be extogether
BIRTH.
..
pressed to a great number of
let
organizations, businesses, and
individuals who aided fmandaily in securing the tool.
The following are responsible
for the purchase: Laverne S.
Burke, A.G. Moody, Curtis
interne oolui Re iease 11.•
.141
Cow ntiSINIE4
Palmer, CPT Wendell Oury
Chapter, Wadesborough
Homemakers, Murray Lions
Club, Business di Professional
Womans Club, Hazel Woman's
t
Club,
Calloway
County
Homemakers, Murray
Calloway
Co. Jaycettes,
Magazine
Club, Murray
Chapter N.S.A., Murray Op*ENDS TONITE•
timist Club, Murray Branch
AAUW, Murray Calloway
County Board of Realtors,
Murray Moose Lodge, Calloway
R
County Genealogical Society,
PG )
Tappan Manufacturing, Quote I
Club, Murray Automobile !
Dealers, Assn., Ryan Milk Co.,
Murray Jaycees, Murray
Federal Savings and Loan,
Lynnhurst Resort, Murray
Electric, McConnell Insurance,
Lassiter Auto Sales, Doug
Willoughby, Peoples Bank,
They'd never
Bank of Murray, Clara Eagle,
Progressive Homemakers,
forget the day
Fisher Price Toys, Sunnyaide
he drifted
Homemakers, New Concord
Parents Club, Garland Used
into town.
Cars,
Weleome
Wagon
Newcomers Club, Caldwell
Used Cars, Crouse Motor Sales,
I
II
Tappan Welfare Fund, South
Central Bell Telephone, Penny
Homemakers, South Murray
JI
Homemakers, Kirksey PTA,
A'
Woodmen of the World, and
Murray Woman's Club.
'
Appreciation also goes to your
paper for such a tremendous
amount of news coverage given
,CA:74101, rrt
,
k, rc .
St
I
to the project from the
demonstration of the tool last elo
winter to the fund-raising drive
and the actual purchase early
this year.

Gene McCutcheon, Newt Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our Opinion, are not for the best interest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer'CO.. 1509 Madison Ave.
Memphis. In Time& Life Bldg., NeW York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray: 5.35 per
week, $1.52 per
month, 518 20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoinin
g
$7 50 per year, other destinations, 518.00 per year. All counties,
mail subrriptions plus 5 percent slate tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for transmis
sion
as Second Class Matter
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The Outstanding Civic Asset.4a Community
is the Integrity et its Newspaper

Open 7:00-Start. 7:30
WED.
What the
Devil
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Filling Many Needs

no man,
cut asunder

Through the efforts of the forest products industry
in implementing the multiple-use concept, the
nation's commercial timberlands have become
virtually an outdoorsman's paradise. Each year.
thousands of hunters, fishermen and nature lovers
drive or hike across these lands in pursuit of game.
to fish or simply relax amid the beauty of nature
While these forests may eventually provide the wood
products for our homes,or those of our children, we
are now able to use and enjoy them for a wide
variety of recreational purposes.
Timber companies have recognized the need for
more outdoor recreational areas, and they are doing
considerably more than simply making their forest
lands available to outdoorsmen. For example, one
western wood products company has opened its twomillion-plus acres in seven states to the public
without charge and has built some 7,000 miles of
roads for easy access to its 92 lakes, 636 miles of
strearnsides and 38 campgrounds. It has also set
aside five miles for makred nature trails in Oregon
and a bird sanctuary in Washington, which is
regularly used by the Audubon Society. Last year,
these lands provided an estimated 628,000 visitor
days of receation of all kinds, including hunting,
fishing, hiking, camping, swimming, boating Awl
winter sports. A spokesman for the company said,
"... lands used for growing trees for tomorrow's
homes and paper products can also play an important role in helping satisfy the public's need for
outdoor recreation."
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SLAUGHTER'S BIG
RIP-OFF"

State Government Report

"HITLER: THE LAST
TEN DAYS" ,

Starts TOMORROW!

By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Western Isked Carroll to become a president.
Kentuckians are still buzzing senatorial candidate with the
++++
about the news story which Promise of full administration
Kentucky Republictins and
broke in Paducah Tuesday of support or face a bitter primary Democrats
held
rallies
Last week concerning a four battle should he choose to seek simultaneously last Saturda
y
hour conference on Aug. 30 at the
governorship
in night. The Republicans, headed
the governor's mansion bet- 1975 There appears to be by U.S. Senator Marlow
Cook
ween Gov. Wendell H. Ford and covert hostility between Miller and state GOP chairm
an
U. Gov. Julian Carroll. Ken- and Carroll and frigid cordiality Charles Coy, held a dinnerrally
tucky's two top officials met to between
Ford
and at the Phoenix Hotel in
discuss state business one day Carroll
Miller says that Lexington. Meanwhile,
prior to the governor's Carroll 'sometimes in my Democrats were gatheri
ng at
departure with his wife to judgment lets his ambition get the Galt House in Louisvil
le and
Pompano Beach, Fla., for a one away with him.' Miller also Cabana Club in Paduca
h for this
week vacation.
confirms the thinking of most state's efforts coinciding
with
The private meeting ap- political observers by saying he the national Democratic
The need for timber will continue to grow, as will
parently sparked political talk does not believe Ford will Party's Telethon II. Gov, Ford,
the need for outdoor recTeational areas. Timber is a between
the two and, according resign as governor to run for the John Y. Brown, Jr. of Louisville
renewable resource, and with proper ManigeMent to WPSD-TV news reports. "the Senate." .
.
and Mrs. Joe Westpheling of
we will be able to have adequat
pplies of it. Land, story of that meeting came Jay Gourley of The Kentucky Hickman were prominent
on the other hand, is growing sea. , particularly from Paducah friends of Carroll Post ( Covington)reported in his participants at the Los Angeles
and was confirmed by a close newspaper last Friday: "Ford headquarters
where
the
for outdoor recreational purposes. Iltiple use of associat
e of Carroll in Frank- and Carroll had a long and nationally televised fundtimberlands is a sensible answer to satCgfying the fort."
private discussion (Aug. 30) on raising event originated.
The news of that Ford-Carroll politics in which Ford may
great variety of human needs that our forestrkNare
meeting came first from the have tried to pressure or even
capable of supplying.
Paducah television station's threaten Carroll into running
ws director, Tom Butler, who for the U.S. Senate. Ford has
sl4of their discussion: "....the made it clear in the past that he
A UNIVERSAL/MALPASO
goverskor brought further wants Carroll to run for the
- COMPANY PRODUCTION
pressure San Carroll to run for Senate, and it's no secret that
ur ace
TECHNICOLORO• PANAVISION 0
LIIIKHUI•TIN= V=
the U.S. Serattk, and warned the one reason is because he doesn't
lieutenant governor that he want Carroll to be the next
The Interstate 24 route favored by Commissioner
of Highways Henry Ward has been submitted to (Ford) would pull' ale all the governor. Carroll stated in no
By JOHN STOWELL
makers with loose batteries
**********************************
stops to thwart
roll's uncertain terms that he's not
Associated Press Writer
which could cause them to fail.
President Kennedy. The new proposed route will
gubernatorial aspiratio
going
to
run
for
the
Senate.
He
in
WASHI
NGTON
(
AP)
—
The
miss Calloway County completely.
Coming Oct. 411
1975... Ford is said to ha
"We didn't want to upset all
(Carroll) believes that those Food and Drug Adminis
tration
warned the lieutenant governor •sho would have him run are plans to keep
those
people
patients
(
who
)
secret in the fuNed Galloway is now undergoing recruit traini
might drop dead of shock,"
that a Carroll race would dekberately advising him ture the recall of
ng
certain defecBrown said. He acknowledged,
at the Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
produce a 'bloodbath,' splitting contittrx to his best interests. tive and potentia
lly deadly
however, that the FDA was not
the Democratic party. To And it's no secret that one
devices and drugs.
Mrs. Hazel Tutt was elected as president of prevent this, Ford reportedly reason is because he wants to be medical
In a series of interviews, aware of any deaths resulting
Woodmen Circle Grove 126 at the meeting held at the promised to fight Carroll with governor."
FDA officials said they are con- from Ralph Nader's Health Reevery weapon, including perMurray Woman's Club House.
cerned
that public warnings search Group report last March
Reliable state ca
sources
sonal attacks A source close
may
literally
frighten people to publicly challenging the safety
say
that
Ford and h
ose
Miss Sheryl Kathryn Carman, daughter of Dr. and
to Carroll in Frankfort did
of some 30,000 pacernakers.
death.
associates are "very unhapgy
-Mrs. M.G. Carman, is now attending Christian confirm to us that the about
Thomas
W. Brown, director
Dr. Sidney M. Wolfe, physiCarroll's obvious leak of'
ultimatum was given by Ford:
College, Columbia, Mo.
f compliance coordination and cian-director of the Nader
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Miss Rebecca Lane Buchanan Exchanges
Wedding Vows With-Gary Lee Johnson In
Ceremony At St. Leo's Catholic Church

.mm18.

-•••••

Can a man tell if she's
had silicone implants?
By Abigail Yen Buren
1571

51

Camas* inassesi. Y. Newt Swill-

DEAR ABBY: Can a man tell if a woman has had
silicone implants to enlarge her breasts! [I don't mean by
looking, I mean by touching.]
I've talked to two girls who have had it done, and one
says a man would have to be awfully dumb not to know,
because hers feel like grapefruit. She said she's not sorry
she did it because they look fine.
The other girl said nobody could tell she had anything
done.
Are there any VIKA* -barks? What do your experts
CONSIDERING IT
have to say about this?

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lee Johnson

DEAR CONSIDERING: The girl with the "grapefruit"
must have had her implants some time ago when harder
materials were used. Softer materials are now used that
feel like the real thing.
To answer your question: Whether a man could tell if a
woman had had a breast implant would depend on the
amount of breast tisane she had before surgery and the
way she healed. The only telltale marks are the tiny scars
under the breasts. which in time become practically invisible. And if a layman tried to prove that a girl had had it
done, he'd have his hands full.

Winners Named For
Duplicate Bridge
Winners for the play on
Tuesday, September 18
, September 12, of
Wednesday
Calloway County Association
Open Duplicate
Murray
the
meet
for Retarded Children will
have been anClub
Bridge
at the Mental Health Center at
nounced.
7:30 p.m. All interested persons
First place was won by Mr.
are invited.
and Mrs. Robert Howard,
second place by Mr. and Mrs.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Max Carman, and third place
Girls
for
Order of the Rainbow
Ron Cella and John Adams.
by
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
The club will meet Wedseven p.m.
nesday, September 19, at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall, North 12th
The Music Department of the Street. All interested persons
Murray Woman's Club will are invited.
have a "Zodiac Zalad Zupper"
at the club house at 6:30 p.m.
with Mesdames Charles Moffett, Roger Fteichmuth, Keith
Hays, William Porter, Donald
Story, Donald Brock, Vrnon
Shown, and John Paulk as
hostesses.
The Parent-Teacher Club of
The Alin() Elementary School
Murray TOPS Club will meet held its first meeting of the
at Health Center at seven p.m.
school year on Monday, September 10, at two pm, with the
Wednesday, September 11
vice-president, Mrs. Bobby
Senior Citizens will meet at
Eike, presiding.
p.m.
1:30
at
Douglass Center
Mrs. Larry Dumas gave the
devotion with prayer being led
Hannah Circle of First United
by Billy Dale Outland, school
Methodist Church Women will principal. Plans for the fall
meet with Mrs. James Stahler
festival were discussed, and
at 7:30 p.m.
committees and homeroom
were appointed
mothers
Club
Country
Women of Oaks
Principal Outland suggested
will have their ladles day
luncheon at noon with reser- that the FTC purchased envations to be made by Tuesday cyclopedias for some of the
by calling Ada Sue Roberts 753- classrooms.
7250 or Mary Tbornaaon 753-9045
Mrs. Larry Woodall read the
or 753-3882.
minutes and Mrs. Kenn
s
Starks gave the
Coles Camp Ground United
uglass'
report. Mrs. DulcietWider'
will
Women
Church
Methodist
fourth grade ,wein the room
meet with Mrs. Marvin Scott at
count.
seven p.m.
Cormalrtees are as follows:
Sunshine Homemakers Club Mgs: Ruth Outland, arid Mrs.
will meet with Mrs. Linda Bray -Karen Hopkins, membership;
at one p.m.
Terry
Bro.
Walters,
parliamentarian and by-laws;
Baptist Young Women of Mrs. Peggy Hoke and Mrs.
Flint Church will meet at Jeanette Walker, homeroom;
Mrs. Jane Thorn, publicity;
church aten p.m.
Mrs. Sue Thweatt; refreshay-Calloway County ments; Mrs. Edna Butler and
Shrine Club will have its social Mrs. Betty Turner, posters and
Mrs. Terry
meeting at the WOW Hall with a advertising;
potluck supper at 6:30 p.m.
Walters, 4-H club.

with
Miss Rebecca Lane Buchanan register table was covered
cenbecame the bride of Gary Lee a crocheted white cloth
urn
Johnson in a lovely ceremoney tered with a Grecian
summer
of
mixture
a
holding
at St. Leo's Catholic Church
with Rev. Martin Mattingly flowers
Reception
officiating at the double ring
Immediately following the
ceremony read on Friday,
held
August 17, at three o'clock in the wedding the reception was
at the home of the bride's
afternoon.
The bride is the daughter of parents.
Assisting at the recepMr. and Mrs. James Buchanan
is the son tion were Miss Jean Gowans,
groom
The
Murray.
of
DEAR ABBY: This may sound like I'm bragging, and I
of Mrs. Pauline E. Johnson and Mies Susan Jones, and Miss
Jones.
suppose I am, but this is the way it was:
the late Clyde S. Johnson of Nancy
A couple of weeks ago I was walking past my husband's
table was overlaid
bride's
The
Murray.
chair in the living room when he reached out and took my
linen and lace
white
a
with
The altar was adorned with
hand and said: "Honey, will you marry me?" (We were
cloth, handmade from Italy.
a
with
filled
urns
Grecian
two
we
me
married in 1935H I said: "Are you trying to tell
large
mixture of flowers resting on. Centering the table was a
aren't married after all these years?" He grinned and
flowers.
mixed
of
e
centerpiec
pedestals
white cathedral
replied: "Oh, we're good and married. I'm taking an early
flanked by two brass traditional The three-tiered wedding cake
retirement, and we're going to start all over again, just the
with
thru
candelabra. Each of the can- was white, decorated
go
to
two of us, like we did 38 years ago If you'd like
cherubs,
bells,
wedding
sugar
white
delabra held twenty
another wedding with me, I'd like it, too."
on
candles. The family pews were and a bouquet of white roses
Well, I sat down and bawled. I called a local minister
made and
was
cake
The
the
top.
it
think
and
wouldn't
candles
white
with
marked
he
hoped
and explained it to him, saying I
designed by Mrs J. B. Dover of
he
white satin bows.
was funny. He said he didn't think it was funny at all,
Hazel. Wedding cookies, nuts,
the
perform
music
to
nuptial
of
agreed
he
program
A
and
beautiful,
was
it
thought
mints, and punch were served.
blood
or
license
another
Clarence
Mrs.
by
need
presented
was
didn't
[We
ceremony for us.
Michael A. Johnson, brother
included
Rohwedder.Selections
test.)
"Somewhere My Love," "The of the groom, entertained with
My sister, who lives in Bishop, Calif., was my bridesand
Day of Golden Promise," "I music on his guitar on the
maid when we were first married, so I called her
you
when
me
"Tell
said:
She
again.
it
do
Love You Truly," "Ave Verum decorated patio. Some selecasked if she'd
"She's A
Corpus," "Adoramus de tions played were
want me, and I'll be there if I have to take a bus." My
Executive Board of Kiriiaey
Quiste," theme music from Lady," "Danny's Song," and
brother will be our best man.
PTA will meet at the home of
sure
it
He
also
but
"
special,
Bojangles.
"Mister
nothing
as
you
and
strike
"Romeo
may
This
"Love Story,"
Mrs. Billie Bazzell at 1:30 p.m.
MARRYING DON AGAIN
means the world to me
Juliet," and "Doctor Zhivago." played songs from his new
CAL.
PARK,
BALDWIN
"Penis Angelocus" was iecord.
Missions Banquet with Bro.
After the reception the couple
played as the candles were
Congratula
beautiful.
It's
think
I
G:
MARRYIN
DEAR
Lester as speaker will be
J.W.
to
trip
wedding
a
for
left
being lighted by the brother of
their
Members of the eighth grade
tions and God bless you. More couples should renew
First Baptist Church at
at
held
bride
the
with
Resort
the bride, Jimmy Buchanan. Ken-Bar
Almo
at
homeroom
B
by
ns
marriage vows.
reservatio
Make
p.m.
six
The mothers of the bride and wearing a pink and white
Elementary School recently
morning.
Tuesday
She
dress.
length
floor
checked
groom entered as the song,
elected their class officers. The
DEAR ABBY. I disagree with a recent correspondent
"Ave Maria," was played, arid wore a corsage of white roses
teacher is Mrs. Patricia
class
who wrote: "Most cancer victims read the obituaries with
and
(Wives
The WFC's
the traditional wedding march and daisies.
Limiter
apprehension and fear."
Out of town guests were Mr. Fiancees of Cadets) will meet at
its used for the entrance of the
Officers are Randy Stalls,
My vocal cords were removed by surgery 13 years ago
and Mrs. Bob Buchanan and eight p m. at the home of Mrs.
.
fear,:
her
attendants
and
and
on
bride
apprehensi
of
Instead
Lisa Cleaver, vicepresident,
because of throat cancer.
honorary
,
Miss Patricia Buchanan
Palmer A. Peterson,
Bride's Dress
Eddie Turner,
,
president
I have confidence in the future and enjoy life today.
The bride, given in marriage Metropolis, I11., Mr. and Mrs. president
I am not a victim—but a victor, thanks to the progress
secretary, Rita Edwards,
Virginia
of
Johnson
A.
Michael
by her father, wore a formal
that's made the kind of cancer I had curable in almost
treasurer, and Randal Starks,
Wednesday, September 11
gown of pearl white imported Beach, Va., Miss Katherine
every instance if detected in time. JERRY F. CROWLEY
reporter
Duplicate
Open
Murray
rice silk, an Alfred Angelo Cooper and Michael D. J.
at
meet
thank
I
will
and
Club
indeed,
Bridge
victor
a
0.
are
Mrs.
Mich.,
You
Detroit,
JERRY:
Gordon,
DEAR
original. The Victorian neckline
their
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
you for this opportunity to remind my readers to see
and bodice were adorned with J. Sparks, Miss Beth Sparks,
Hinsdale,
Sparks,
David
and
doctors for periodic checkups.
The
sculptured venise lace.
lantern style sleeves closed with 111., and Miss Hilda Jones,
Thursday, September Le
Los
MM.
Box
Abby,
to
$1
Send
tiny ruffles at the wrist. The Bloomfield Hills, Mich
betters?
Senior Citizens will have a
Hate to write
Rehearsal Dinner
to Write
pleated ruffle hemline encircled
potluck luncheon at 12 noon at
Angeles, CaL MSC for Abby's booklet. "Bow
Mrs. Pauline E. Johnson, the Ellis Center.
skirt ending in a sweep
soft
the
Letteri fOr All Oeeasteas."
train. Her veil of Enlgish mother of the groom, was
illusion was attached to a hostess for a rehearsal dinner
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
pearlized camelot designed held on August 16 at her home Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
for members of the wedding Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
especially for her gown.
She carried a Venetian dream Party.
The bridal couple presented
bouquet of white butterfly roses
Baptist Young Women of
and white daisies in a cloud of gifts to each of their attendants. First Baptist Church will meet
Prenuptial Events
baby's breath.
with Mrs. Carolyn Curry at 7:30
Courtesies extended to the
Miss Mary Jane Buchanan,
p.m. They will provide transister of the bride, was the maid bride prior to the wedding sportation for senior citizens
of honor, and Miss Patricia Ann were:
mich Tuesday and Thursday
Coffee given by Mrs Joe B.
Johnson, sister of the groom,
mornings.
Morris,
McDougal, Mrs. Sue
was the junior bridesmaid.
The attendants wore floor Mrs.:Laura Parker, and Mrs.
Hoene Department of Murray
length gowns of crystal aqua Tapia-Thomas at the home of Woman's- Club will have a
crepe fashioned with Victorian Mrs.illeDougal.
business meeting at two p.m.
Household shower given by
necklines and leg-o-mutton
by a tea for all senior
followed
style sleeves. The bodices and Mrs. Helen Shroat, Mrs. Clarice citizens at 2:30 p.m. with a
sleeves were accented with Resig, and Mrs. Judy Mestere Social Security official from
bands of Nottingham em- at Gleason Hall.
Paducah as speaker. Hostesses
Shower given by Mrs. Edna
broidery. They each carried a
will be Mesdames Dwight
Gowans
bouquet of mixed flowers in a Gowans and Miss Jean
Crisp, Nix Crawford, Alfred
at their home.
cloud of baby's breath.
Taylor, O.C. Wells, and Ray
Michael D. J. Gordon of
Buckingham
Detroit, Mich, was best man for
and
Business
The
the groom. The groomsmen was
Professional Women's Club will
Jimmy Buchanan, brother of
Meet at the Murray Woman's
the bride. David Sp&lits, cousin
Club House at 6:30 p.m with
of the bride, and Grant KodMrs. C.C. Lowry, as the
man, friend of the bride and
groom, were ushers.
Dolly Haley, president, speaker.
The groom wore an Ed- presided at the monthly
Hazel Woman's Club is
wardian cut formal attire of business meeting of the Senior
white with black satin lapels. Citizens held August 30, at the scheduled to meet at seven p.m.
The groomsmen wore Ed- Ellis Center
The group Voted to donate ten
wardian cut formal attire of
gray with black satin lapels. dollars to the Fireman's
Three glamorous matching rings . . . a perfect
unfor
Their boutonnieres were white Musical show
Keepsake engagement diamond with locking wedstephanotis.
derprivileged children
ding band and a ring to match for him! Each
mastercrafted in 14K white or yellow gold. Select
Hostesses selected for the
Mrs. Buctianan chose for her
your rings today from our exclusive collection
daughter's wedding a floor potluck luncheon September 20,
length gown of lime green knit, were Nola Chrisnan, chairLose ugly excess weight with the
featuring an empire a-line man, Alma Cooper, l,allah
sensible NEW FAT-GO dlet
Culp,
Lela
Beach,
plan. Nothing sensational lust
Nettie
Boyd,
tapered
silhouette 'and long
steady weight loss for those that
sleeves. She wore accessories of Ruby Barnes, and Ocus
really want to lose.
a matching hue and had a Carraway. Committees were
A full 12 day supply only $2.50.
year.
for
the
s
corsage of phaloenopi orchids. selected
The price of two cups of coffee.
Mrs. Johnson, mother of the
Ask Holland drug store
groom, wore a floor length gown
about the FAT-GO reducing plan
BRIDGE WINNERS
and start losing weight this Week.
of peach knit with a halter top
Winners at bridge play on
Money back in full if not completefitted with a bolero style jacket,
12, at
ay aatiet.ed with weight loss from
sleeves. Wednesday, September
full
long
and
the very Orst package.
Country Club were
Phaloenopia orchids was used the Murray
DON'T DELAY
Mrs. Ed Carroll, first high, Mrs,
second high; - gum .FAar-GIC)--soallay.
The guest register was lcit3i J. Matt Sparkman,
Only 52 50 at Holland Drug
Knight,
by Mrs. Rosemary Buchanan, and Mrs. Richard W.
Store
ann. am. trod.••••• nn
salm.11
Farris.
.worst
slater-in-law of the bride_ The
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Senior Citizens
Plan Activities
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JEWELRY
East Side of Square
Downtown Murray
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Trevor J. Mathis
Honored At Party
On 7th Birthday

CRUTCHER GIRL
Cynthia Gay is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Crutcher of Hazel Route Two
Trevor Joe Mathis was
for their baby girl, weighing
with a party in
honored
on
et,ght pounds 3k2 ounces, born
n of his seventh birthcelebratio
Tuesday, September 11, at 1:38
day on Wednesday, September
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
12, at 3:45 p.m.
County Hospitak
Present for the occasion were
l'he new father is employed at
Kevin Crawford, Alan Barthe
the Murray Division of
nhart, Billy Barnhart, Dale
Tappan Company.
Dycus, Rodney Key, Todd
Grandparents are Mr. and
Lawson, Robbie Marquart, Hal
Mrs. G.H. Crutcher of Hazel
Orr, Brent Priddy, Chris
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
Priddy, Kevin Richardson,
Gaylon Turner of Murray.
John Willoughby, Mark Woods,
Stacy Woods, Rev. and Mrs.
FUTRELL BOY
E.A. Mathis, Mrs. Louie Portis,
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Futrell of and the hostesses, Sherry
Murray Route Seven, are the Crawford, Verenda Mathis, and
parents of a baby boy, Mickey Geraldine Mathis
Lynn, weighing seven pounds
eight ounces, born on Wednesday, September 12, at 9:35
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
OBLEM?
They have one son, Greg, age
USE
four. The father is employed at
the Goodyear Tire Company,
Union City, Term.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Excess water,...Of the body can
Mrs. Barney Futrell and Mr.
be unconykirtable. F.-LIM will
u lose excess water
help
and Mrs. Milburn Orr, all of
We at Holland
Murray Route Seven. A great
Store recommend ,t
•
grandmother is Mrs. Johnny
Oniy
Humphreys of Murray Route
Co
HOLLANu
Seven.

WATER WEIGHT
- PR

E-LI

$1,5o

Lookin' smart, Iselin' fine ... just call
me Preppy. I'm from Jumping-Jacks. I'm
the hottest new look in back-to-school and
back-to-saddle shoes. So saddle
up those little toes
in a comfortable,
supportable
saddle
shoe like

Preppy

Jumping-Jacks,
Mow feet sr. born pedant. The xh0.1.1.uu ihai
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Western To Host
Fire-Safety Clinic
FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 19, 1973
Look in the section in which
to do so.
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
to the stars.
Others may be overly
ARIES
aggiessive, pressing for their
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
"rights" to the exclusion of
Don't let matters slide now or yours. Watch your own intheir beneficial conclusions will terests. Don't let them push you
be greatly delayed. Others are around
watching their interests avidly;
so should you — and with keen
YOU BORN TODAY are not
eye.
only a highly individualistic
TAURUS
person, but excessively choosy
(Y17 when it comes to picking out
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tie
Tighten reins a bit to observe your associates. Be careful that
with more ease and surety this characteristic does not
where you are headed. Nothing develop into snobbishness or
should sway you from prin- smugness. This is especially
ciples, but do avoid stub- important since you are the
bornness.
type of individual who will
GEMINI
probably travel a great deal,
(May 72 to June 21)
engage in more than one ocDon't be too sure that your cupation and meet a wide
interests are not progressing: variety of people. Welcoming
look over the picture again. all into your life can broacien
There is a proper delaying your horizons considerably.
action in some areas. Don't give Curb any side of your nature
which tends to be self-limiting.
uP.
CANCER
You are extremely versatile
(June 22 to July 23)
and could be eminently sucGenerally, a day for action, cessful In the fields of
but be careful not to run out of education,
the
law,
bounds. On the other hand, statesmanship, literature,
delaying tactics could also be journalism or the theater.
• • •
unwise. Judge carefully.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
LEO
FOR 1573 Fa. • personal MO gage
forecast on health, weelth, love and
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
rhmr1491k mod SI 00 plus 7.3 cents in
Beneficent solar influences can
for sostage and handling to
fparaKage Book Department, Doe in,
continue. Take advantage of the OW
Chelsea Station, New York, NV
situation. Don't expect the 10011. mentioning this
ram NAME. ADORES *15
unreasonable in returns, Prtnt
ZIP. and DATE OF BIRTH Itobesure
you get the right fortmast for pa"'
however.
vaSlac sign/
VIRGO
,
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may have difficulty in
persuading, gaining your poinL
As with Gemini, you may not
see all the reasons for opposition, but do not become
discouraged or back down.
LIBRA
r-1
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Don't regard decisions made
in the a.m as final. Certain
circumstances may necessitate
revision later in the day.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. It)
Be cautious in dealing with
associates. Some may urge you
to make certain co
against your better
Don't let yourself be pressured.

Ir

BOWLING GREEN; Ky. — A
Kentucky Fire-Safety Clinic,
open to interested participants
throughout the state, will be
held at Western Kentucky
University Thursday, Oct. 4
through Saturday, Oct. 6.
State officials will speak on
various aspects of fire and
disaster prevention during the
clinic, to be sponsored by the
Kentucky Civil Defense Office,
the State Fire Marshal's Office,
Bowling Green Fire Department, Western' Kentucky
University, the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce Fire
Prevention Committee, and
independent insurance agents
of Bowling Green and Warren
County.
Registration for all participants will be at 8 a.m.
Thursday in the Dero G.
Downing University Center
lobby. Firemen and policemen,
hospital and nursing home
personnel, housing inspectors,
architects and engineers, Civil
Defense personnel, rescue. and
insurance investigators are
invited to attend this informative series.
After the opening session
Thursday, Elmer Beckett,
deputy director of the Department of Civil Defense, will
speak on "Disaster Planning,"
and John Sayer, Chief engineer
of Kentucky's insurance services, will speak on "Fire
Prevention and Insurance
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Trial Kindergartens Begin Across State

Planning."
Activities will continue
Friday with John Cecil, public
employee coordinator for the
Kentucky Department of Labor,
who will discuss "Handling of
Potentially
Dangerous
Materials," and Ernest Murphy, chief deputy fire marshal,
who will discuss flammable
gases and liquids. Also, Robert
Crofford from the Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms Bureau
will
discuss
"Handling
Procedures for Bomb Threats."
Saturday morning's session
will provide an opportunity for
all
participants to present
questions to a team of experts.
State Insurance Commissioner
Harold B. McGuffy and State
Fire Marshal Warren Southworth will join other speakers
and instructors for an open
discussion.
After the clinic's closing, all
participants will be Western
Kentucky's guest at a home
football game against Western
Carolina. The game begins at 1
p.m.
Total cost for the three-day
clinic is $5. Lodging and meals
will also be available at a cost of
$10 per day.
The clinic is the first of its
kind for Western KentVry
University and promises tube
an interesting and educational
expetience for all safety personnel,

By David Keanamer
State News Bureau
FRANKFORT, Ky. — In 96
Kentucky school systems,
experimental kindergarten
programs have been implemented by the state
Department of Education.
The 100 total trial kindergartens are the result of a
grant and directive from the
last session of the Gsneral
Assembly to form a task force
to study the problems of kindergartens in Kentucky.
The present trial classes
represent the first commitment
of state funds for this purpose.
Until this year, about 5,800
children were enrolled in locally
supported kindergartens. The
state supported programs
should add another 2 to 4,000.
Kay Cunningham and Patrick
West, Jr., both consultants for
early childhood education for
the pepartment of Education,
have been responsible for
organizing the kindergarten
program.
The purpose of the trail
classes, according to Don Bale,
assistant superintendent for the
Bureau of Instruction, is to
"implement a program that is
good for the state's children,
good enough that the legislature
will extend it and increase its
funding."
The
philosophy and task
force formulated gives the
individual school system
general guidelines but leaves
the actual organization and
content of the classes up to the
schools. Ms. Cunningham and

West agree that "there is no
particular correct way of setting up a kindergarten. We want
each school to consider alternative ways of setting up
programs to best meet the
needs of the individual children.
Children are different and there
is a great deal of diversity
across the state. No single
program would be good for all
of them."
During the past summer,
workshops have been held in
various sections of the state to
familiarize teachers and administrators with the purposes
and goals of the kindergartens.
The Department of Education
says that Kindergarten "is not a
weak, watered down first grade
program but is a year worthy in
its own right. Kindergarten
should be an experience in
which a five-year-old child can
live and work aad learn asa five
year old."' - •
West said that kindergarten is
another year of the child's
education and should not be
viewed as some sort of
preparation for the first grade.
"The kindergarten age is a very
valuable year in a child's life
that we're wasting."
West and Ms. Cunningham
cited education research indicating that the first years of a
child's life are the most important as far as learning is
concerned. According to this
research, half of a child's
growth in intelligence takes
place between birth and age
four.
The trial kindergartens will

stress play as it is used for
learning purposes. Ms. Cunningham says, "When a little
boy plays with a truck, he is
placing himself in an adult role.
This common play process can
be guided and developed to
facilitate learning.
"In kindergarten, a child may
be throwing his building blocks
around the room instead of
playing with them. If at the end
of the year he no longer throws
them around he has learned
something valuable," she added.
The Department of Education

400'
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So mild you can
shampoo every night!

CREME
RINSE

lsa
Shampoo

by TONI
NOW WITH

TEXTURIZER!
MAKES HAIR FEEL
LIKE MORE HAIR

Regular.
and
Extra
Hold
Directs self-styling
Adorn exactly
where you want it
Slimmer. Easier
to hold too!

-Choose the
look that's
you with
Regular, Super,
Gentle or Body

$14
52.29 Value
7 Ounce
Lotion
Lemon
and

30 Bandages

LONG HAIR CONDITIONER

87' Vcilue

BAND-AID
BAND-AID

sheer
Strips,

sheer
strip le rreteS
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ALL WIDE size!

mail
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STRI-DEX
MEDICATED PADS
Wipes away three
causes of acne
pimples

30 Strips
All Wide

87' Value

42 Pads

'1.25 Value

ALBERTO PRO CARE-4
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One
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Fram24
Miss
America

8 Ounce
Size

BANPAID
plastic strips
In popular
ALL WIDE size!

Hospital Report

SEPTEMBER 14, 1973
ADULTS 194
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Dye( Ann Lorene),
1700 Senatorial. Benton.
DISMISSALS
Miss Jane Anne Cook, Route
1, Hazel, Mrs. Wanda Faye
Hughes, Route 6, Murray, Miss
Sherry Lee Walker, Route 8,
Murray, Mrs. Eva Jean
Schafftell,Elox 34 Shady Ti-. Cll'-,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Louise
Balentine, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Beverly Ann Wade and
Baby Boy, Route 1, Mayfield,
Mrs.
Jeannie
Elizabeth
Guthrie, Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
tffltaii Estefie
New Concord, Mrs. Lola
Co—cfwan Story (Expired), 729
Riley Ct.,-Murray,

Camera Ready Copy Only.

EVERY NIGHT
SHAMPOO

jJ

v

September 12, 1973
ADULTS 106
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Holly R. Rudolph and
Baby Girl, Route 2, Murray,
Mrs. Peggy Lynn Futrell and
Baby Boy, Route 7, Murray.
• DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nancy Rhodes, Route 1,
New Concord, Thomas Joel
Smith, Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
Anna Francis Wright, Route 1,
Box 80, Murray, Mrs. Clara
Thorn, Route 1, Almo, Elvis
Franklin Lamb, Route I,
Kirksey, Mrs. Phyllis Gail
Nesbitt and Baby Boy, Route I,
Murray,Timothy Gholstou, 1105
Olive, Murray, Master Gary
Lynn Emerine, Box 444,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Swor Cox,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Mrs. Hattie Bell Beach,Route L.
Kirkiey,
William
Jesse
Paschall, Box 55, Puryeltr7Tenn.

Civi

has a list of the purposes a
kindergarten should serve
Among others it should improve
mental and physical health,
emotional stability and the
child's ability to work or play in
a group. It should also extend
his knowledge and interests and
improve his ability to think.
Ms. Cunningham says, "The
two most important things the
kindergarten should do are
encourage language development and widen the child's
experience. These are not
necessarily done while sitting
quietly behind a desk all day"

Fast Print Copy Center

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Home and family concerns
under highly beneficial stars. In
fact, a recent domestic problem
will finally be straightened out
satisfactorily.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
You have good reason for
optimism now. A superior's
enthusiasm for your efforts not
only pays off, but further spurs
your ambition and incentive.
AQUARIUS
(Jan, 21 to Feb. 19) -"*".
Staff changes could bring
some extra chores, more
responsibility, but don't be
above picking another's trains
for helpful guidance, if you have
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all Kid
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Civic Music Drive Underway
The annual Murray Civic Music Association
membership drive got underway this week with a
buffet held Sunday evening at the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray.
Scenes from the buffet, attended by the Civic
Music board of directors and workers, are pictured
on this page.
Headquarters for the Civic Music Association is at
the Bank of Murray at Fourth and Main. Memberships may be obtained at the headquarters or
from any worker in the drive or board member.
The headline attraction for this concert season is
the Nashville Symphony which will appear in
Murray on Sunday afternoon, November 18. Other
major attractions will be announced shortly after
the conclusion of the drive, which ends Friday,
September 21.

Dr. Constantine
Specialiggplutt_lite btdfot(left to right) Dr. Harry Sparks, Mrs. Royal Kahl,

OuTia,Royal Kin,Mrs. Walt Apperson, Walt Apperson and Mrs. Harry

Memberships for the entire 1973-74 season include
admission to the Murray attractions as well as to the
Paducah and Martin, Tennessee, concert series.
Each adult membership costs $10; each student, $5;
A.W. SimMembers of the Civic Musk Association board of directors are, left to right, standing,
and family memberships with two adults and any
John Winter,
mons, Jr., Mrs. James Hart, Paul Shahan, James Kline, Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Mrs.
MSU students may
are number of children are $25; and
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, John Winter, Mrs. Joe Prince, Joe Prince, and Mrs. J.R. Allbrftten. Seated
attractions.
Murray
the
for
use their ID cards
Mrs. Douglas Abbott, Richard Farrell and Mrs. A.C. LaFollette.
call 753-5
n
should
informatio
more
desiring
Persons
0707.
Members of the board of directors of the Civic
Music A'ssociation are: Richard Farrell, president;
John Winter, vice-president; Mrs. Doug Abbott,
membership secretary; Mrs. J.R. Allbritten,
treasurer; A.W.Simmons, Jr., publicity; and board
members, Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Mrs. James Hart,
Dr. Jim Kline, Mrs. Irma LaFollette, Mrs. C.C.
Lowry, Dr. and Mrs. Joe Princ, Paul Shahan, Mrs.
John Winter and Mrs. Carole Hahn.
Volunteers and workers who attended the buffet
Sunday night included Dr. and Mrs. Joe Prince, Mrs.
C.C. Lowry, Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, Dr. and Mrs.
James Kline, Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Dr. and Mrs.
James Hart, Mr. and Mrs. A.W. Simmons, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. James Rudy Altbritten, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard W. Farrell, Mr. and Mrs. John C. Winter,
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Abbott, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Shahan, Mr. and Mrs. Neale B. Mason, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Rang, Mr. and Mrs. Roy G. Dunn, Mrs.
Maurice Christopher, Dr. and Mrs. Glenn Wilcox,
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Jones. Dr. and Mrs. Josiah
Darnall, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baar, Terry Goodwin,
John Winter and Richard Farrell discussing plans.
Mrs. Betty Shephard, Mrs. John Quertermous, Mr.
and Mrs. J.D. Rayburn, Mrs. Howard Titsworth,
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Simons, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Berrill, Mr. and Mrs. Eyrie Garland, Miss Ruth
Sexton, Miss Frances Sexton, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Moffett, Mrs. June W. Smith, Mrs. Robert E.
Johnson, - Mrs. O.B. Boone, Jr., Mrs. Don Burke,
Mrs. Madge Diuguid, Mrs. C.J. McDevitt, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Sagrera, Mr. and Mrs. Roger Reichmuth, Dr. and Mrs. Harry Conley, Mrs. Tommye D.
Taylor, Mrs. Robert 0. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Larrie
Clark, Mrs. Harlan Hodges, Mrs. John Livesay, Dr.
and Mrs. A.H. Kopperud, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Trevathan, Mr. and Mrs william M. Porter, Mrs.
Carole Hahn, Dr. Alicke Koenecke, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Head and Mrs. Cromwell Hauge.
High school representatives attending were Miss
Marian Outland, Miss Patti Sims, Miss Donna
Humphries and Miss Karen Turner.
Attending from Fulton were Mrs. C.W. Whitnel,
Mrs. C.W. Atkins, Mr. J.D. Atkins and Mrs. Steve
Wiley.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Kelly attended from Mayfield
Mrs. Madge Oberschelp and Mrs. Elmo Reed
and
table.
buffet
the
around
A group gathered
attended from Benton. Attending from Clinton were
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Sowell.
Special guests at the meeting were Dr. Constantine Curris, Dr. and Mrs. Harry Sparks, Mr. and
Mrs. Royal Kain, Mr. and Mrs. David Dickson, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Apperson, Mr. and Mrs. M.C.
Garrott and Mr. and Mrs Wilson Woolley.

Sparks.

At the Buffet table.

Mrs. James Hart serving punch.

PANCAKE
HOUSE

Tuesday & Wednesday Nights

ARE FOR KIDS
at

9_

Soft and smooth fitting genuine leather
uppers, cut high and

--percheci-infoistity

PERKINS
Every Tuesday and Wednesday night, from 5 to 9 p.m.,
all Kids 12 and under, accompanied by a Parent, eat a
delicious stack of 3 Fluffy Buttermilk Pancakes

be sure and see the

Aigner
small leather goods too

(Reg. 75') FREE!
Enjoy A Delicious Meal and A Night Out...

•

The Kid's Supper Is On Us!
U.S. 641 N. - Open 6 a.m.-10 p.m. Daily
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BRANDON'S
BITS
By
Mike Brandon
The career of former Mw-ray State cage star Les Taylor has
taken another jolt.
The 6-3 guard from Carbondale, Illinois, was given his waivers
yesterday from the ABA Kentucky Colonels.
This simply means that for 9500, any ABA team can claim
Taylor.
If nobody claims him, he is a free agent and then can bargain
with any of the clubs for a contract.
Speaking for myself and the people of Murray, I can only urge
Les not to give up.
That's so much easier said than done but Les has the talent to
still play professional basketball.
I only hope he has the desire.
Last Wednesday night, I sat in my apartment with a couple of
friends. I write down a score: Murray State 27, Western Carolina
24.
I just wished I would have mentioned that in a column.
No predictions this week.
But I do feel that the Racers may well avenge their 10-0 loss of
last season to Tennessee Tech.
This weekend's Murray and Fulton City encounter could well be
;the turning point in the season for the Tigers.
The Bulldogs snapped a 22 game losing streak last week by
ft,Winning at Crittenden County 32.6.
k: A loss Friday night could all but be a death-blow to the Tigers.
I can't help but being impressed last night by the Murray High
.'"B" team.
; Although battling to a 0-0 tie, the youngsters were more than
,impressive.
The defense was simply outstanding.
Cheerleaders this season for the "B" team are Becky Gould,
;.Vicki Cunningham, Karen Allbritten, Debbie Emerson, Allyson
Molt and Linda Ranson.
For my buddies Emily, Betsy, Debbie and Mitzi, here it is just
for you:
I.' The Murray Middle School Tigers will open their football season
September 25 with a 3 pm.home game with Mayfield.
•

i

Talked with Murray State tailback Don Clatyon for a vihile
Sunday.
Don was more than happy with the outcome of Saturday's game
and with his performance.
As for the artificial turf, Don said that it was really nice but just
a little quick.
As for the possiblities of another Racer reaching the 1,000 yard
crushing mark, Don said "I'm not out to break any records. All I
'want to do is help the team win. If that takes a 1,000 yards,then I'll
for it, but I only want to see the team win."
A great attitude from a great young man.
The Murray State soccer team will play at home Saturday
feegainst Vanderbilt. The match is set to begin at 1 p.m. in Cutchin
adium.
9:9fs caunirY fans, mark this datik9A,Nur calendar, October
N
OW"
"

r

That is when Murray State will host powerful Southeast
Missouri and the University of Kentucky in a triangular meet.
' The cross country team will get a stern test this weekend at the
Owensboro Invitational
Western Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Morehead, Middle
Tennessee, Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech, Southeast Missouri,
Kentucky Wesleyan and Cincinnati are among the teams who
make the regular Aunt to the prestigious affair

Madisonville, Trinity No Surprises As Southern Cal Retains
Top Spot In National College Ratipgs
And Richmond
Madison Lead Polls
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By BOB COOPER
Associated Pm Sports Writer
Richmond Madison has taken
over the lead in Class A while
Louisville Trinity and Madisonville remain No. 1 in Class AAA
and Class AA, respectively, in
the Associated Press Kentucky
high school football poll.
Madison, on the strength of
its 13-7 upset of Lexington Henry Clay, vaulted past Paris, receiving nine of the 12 first-place
votes from a panel of
sportswriters and sportscasters.
Paris actually increased its
point total from last week, up
three to 38, based on five point
totals for a five-place vote, four
for second and so on.
The Greyhounds were named
someplace on 11 of the 12 ballots after putting down Ludlow
24-6 for their fourth victory of
this season without a loss, but
two first-place votes were only
half last week's.
Meantime, Trinity blasted
De-Sales 35-0 to gather all 12
first-place votes for a perfect
60-point total. St. Xavier had
the same 44 points as last week
for second in Class AAA.
Madisonville, with a 20-0 victory over Owensboro almost
clinching a Big Eight ctuunpionship, boosted its stock by
six points as the leader in Class
AA.
All dozen voters had the Maroons on their ballots-all for
first or second except for two
panel members who rated
Madisonville as No. 3 and No. 5
in the state.
Paducah Tilghman, too, increased its point total this
week. The Tornado's 42-0
thumping of Franklin-Simpson
prompted the panel to add an
extra 10 points, to a total of 43,
for a No. Class AA rating.
Behind Tilghman, Lexington
Bryan Station remained No. 3,
Lexington Tates Creek kept its
fourth ranking and -Somerset
moved up to the fifth slot.
Lexington Lafayette, tied
with Tilghman for second last
week, fell from the top five
after its 20-20 tie with Danville,
a moral loss for the Generals.
Harrodsburg, unbeaten'
four games, retained its No. 3
rating in Class A after a 26-1
victory over Bardstown. Lynch
moved into the top five in
fourth position after beating
Cumberland, 20-0.
This week's AP Kentucky
High School football poll, with

Southern California again is
the No. 1 team in the Associfirst place votes in parentheses
ated Press college football poll.
and point totals on the basis of
That's no surprise, since the
five for a first place, four for
Trojans have owned the top
second, etc.: spot since the first week of
Class AAA
1972.
1. Trinity (12)
60
What is surprising is the
2. St. Xavier
44
capricious reaction of Southern
3. Valley
25
coach, John McKay.
4. Bishop David
21 Cal's
5. Butler
"I don't know or care wheth14
Others: Pleasure Ridge Park er we're rated No. 1 next
a; Central 5; Atherton 2; Thom- week," he said Saturday night
after the Trojans had recorded
as Jefferson I.
a 17-0 victory over Arkansas in
Class AA
I. Madisonville (7)
51 their opener. "I didn't even
2. Tilghman (3)
43 think we should have been No.
3. Bryan Station
24 1 last week."
4. Tates Creek
19
McKay changed his line Mon5. Somerset (2)
14, day, saying that USC deserves
Others: Lafayette 13; DIAS the top spot. A poll of 60 sports
Heights 5; Anderson Co., Boyd writers and broadcasters who
Co., and Henry Clay 3; Danville and Hopkinsville 1.
CLASS A .
I. Madison (9)
54
2. Paris (2)
31
3. Harrodsburg
21
4. Lynch
141
/
2
5. Frankfort
13
Others: Glasgow 10; Louisa
(1) 7; Eminence 5; Washington
By HAL BOCK . .
Co. 4; Tompkinsville 3; Trigg Associated Press Sports Writer
Co. 2; Cawood, Elkhorn City,
Here is Manager Earl WeavGeorgetown, Mount Sterling, er, leading the rest of
basePaintsvWe, Raceland, Shelby- ball's American League
East
ville and Todd Co. Central I; Division by so
many games
Berea
that his Baltimore Orioles don't
even make Pennant Races At A
Glance. And he tells you how
tough things are for him these
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP - days.
University of Kentucky football
"This was a big one, no doubt
coach Fran Curd described his about it," explained Weaver
team's next opponent as "awe- after the Orioles had reduced
some" and "unbelieveable" the magic number for clinching
Monday.
Curd made the remarks
after watching films of Alabama's 66-0 rout of California.
"This is probably the best By THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS
team that (Alabama coach
National Football League
Hear) Bryant has ever assetnAmerican Conference
bled," said Curd of the fourthEastern Division
ranked Crimson Tide. "They do
W L T Pct Pts OP
Butt.
1 0 0 1 000 31 13
everything so well, and they Miami
1 0 0 1 000 21 13
-there are Bat?
are so good because
0 1 0 000 14 24
NY Jets
0 1 0 000
no big names."
7 23
N Eng
0 1 0 000 13 31
Curd's Wildcats host AlaOIVISIOrl
bama this Saturday. Alabama, Pitt. Central
1 0 0 1 000 24 10
he added, makes "no mistakes. Cleve.
I 0 0 000 24 14
0 1 0 000 10 28
They are a typical Bryant Cm
0 1 0 000 14 34
am. It's good. to play people Hous.
Western Division
like that, but they're way too Denver
I ,
1000 28 10
Oak
good for us."
0 1 0 000 16 24
K
City
0
1
0
000 13 23
The Wildcats went through S Diego 0
1 0 000 0 38
more workouts Monday, trying
National Conference
to get out the kinks from last
Eastern Division
1 6 0 1 000 38
0
Saturday's 31-26 win over Vir- Wash
NY Gots
1 0 0 1 000 34 14
ginia Tech. A team spokesman S Louis
I 0 01000 34 73
said Kentucky had no apparent Dallas
1 0 0 I 000 20 17
Phil
0 1 0 000 23 34
serious injuries.

participated this week gave the
Trojans 38 first-place votes and
a total of 1,106 points.
But Nebraska, Ohio State and
Alabama, the next three ranked
teams, will be out to challenge
Southern Cal as the college
football season enters its second week.
McKay was skeptical of the
teams' chances of bumping
USC from the lead, however,
especially those of Ohio State,
which defeated Minnesota 56-7.
"I'm not impressed with Minnesota," McKay said wryly.
"They've won about three
games in 10 years."
Nebraska, idle last weekend,
received eight first place points
and 995 points overall, and the
Buckeyes took third with 11
votes for first and an aggregate
of 944.

Last week the spread between the first three teams was
1,168-1,121438.
Alabama jumped from sixth
place to fourth by virtue of
their 66-0 rout of California.
The victory earned the Crimson
Tide two first-place votes and
809 points.
Michigan topped Iowa 31-7 to
retain its hold on fifth place
with 666 points. Texas, which
doesn't open its season until
Friday night, fell from fourth
to sixth with 615 points.
Penn State, the only other
first-place vote-getter, took seventh with a 20-6 defeat of Stanford,
Rounding out the Top Ten
were Notre Dame, which begins its season Saturday
against Northwestern; Oklahoma, which clubbed Baylor

Orioles Coasting In To Title
But Earl Weaver Is Cautious

Curci Calls 'Bama Just Unbelievable

their title to six Monday night
by defeating the New York
Yankees 5-4 in 10 innings on
Earl Williams' home run.
Why was, it big? After all,
Baltimore is leading the division by 74.1 games with less
than two weeks to go.
"If we had lost three out of
four to the Yankees, we would
have had to play over .500 ball
to clinch," said Weaver. "Now,
we don't."
Oh.
So now the Birds, playing at
a .591 percentage for the sea-

Pro Football At A Glance
Central Division
G Bay
1 0 0 1 000 23
7
Minn
1 0 0 1 000 24 16
Chicago
0 1 0 000 17 10
Detroit
0 1 0 000 10 74
Western Division
1 0 0 1 000 62
Atlanta
7
I 0 0 1 000 13 13
LA
San Fr.
0 . I 0 000 13 21
New Orl
0 1 0 000 7 62
Monday's Game
Green Bay 23, New York Jets
Sunday Sitipt.23
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Buffalo at San Diego
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
Detroit at Green Bay
Houston at Cincinnati
Kansas City at New England
Miami at Oakland
Minnesota at Chicago
New York Jets at Baltimore
Philadelphia at New York Gi
ants
San Francisco at Denver
Washington at St Louis
Monday Sept.24
New Orleans at Dallas, N.

son, don't even have to split
their remaining games to win
their fourth AL East title in
five years.
Elsewhere in the American
League Monday night, Texas
walloped Chicago 10-3, Minnesota took Kansas City 8-3 and
Oakland nipped California 3-2
in 13 innings.
A's 3, Angels 2
Oakland cut its magic number for clinching the West Division championship to six by defeating California 3-2 in 13 innings.
The A's scored the winning
run when Rudy May, who went
all the way for the Angels, issued a baseeoloaded, two-out
walk to Bert Carnpaneris.
Rangers 111, White Sox 3
Texas got first inning home
runs by Toby Harrah, Bill Madlock and Jim Fregosi for five
quick runs en route to a 10-3
romp over the Chicago White
Sox.
Rich Billings drove in three
more runs for the Rangers with
a bases-loaded double in the
seventh.
Twins 8, Royals 3
Minnesota scored four runs in
the seventh inning, three of
them on a bases-loaded double
by Tony Oliva, to defeat Kansas City 8-3.
Larry Hisle hornered for the
Twins in the eighth and Minnesota added two more
unearned runs in the ninth.

4214 to move from llth place to
ninth, and Tennessee, which
dropped from ninth to 10th despite a last-minute, 21-17
triumph over Duke.
The Second Ten included
Louisiana State, Auburn, Arizona State, North Carolina
State, Florida, Houston, Oklahoma State, UCLA, and Colorado, with Bowling Green and
Missouri tied for 20th.
Oklahoma State, Bowling
Green and Missouri are making
their first apperance in the Top
Twenty. They replaced North
Carolina, which came from behind to trip William & Mary
3427, and Texas Tech, which
rallied for a 2t12 victory over
Utah.
Last week's Second Ten was
Oklahoma, Auburn, Arizona
State, Florida, ISU, UCLA,
,North Carolina State, Houston,
North Carolina and Texas
Tech.
The Top Twenty with first
place votes in parentheses. sea
son records and Wel p6ints
Points tabulated on basis of 70
18 46 14 12 1098 7 6.5-4.3 2 1.
ts
loa
ITP
1 So Calif (38) 10.0
W 1,106
2 Nebraska (8)- 1-0-0 995
3 Ohio State 0111-04 . 944
4 Alabama (2)
1-0-0. 809
Michigan
Tea
1-0-0 666,
6
5 Texas
0.0-0 615
7 Penn State (1) 1-0.0 588
8 Notre Dame
38 9
0
1:
0
01 344_
9 Oklahoma
10 Tennessee
1343
117
1 LAaubuSrInete
13 Arizona State 110
2
14
51
2
14 NC St.
15 Florida
107
1-0-0
16 Houston
186
29
17 Okla State
1.0-0
35
18 UCLA
010
27
19 Colorado
010
22
20 (tie) Bowl Gr 1-00
19
(tie) Missouri 1 0-0
19
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically_ Air Force, Ari
ions, Arkansas, Boston College.
Kansas, North Carolina, Pitt,
South Carolina, Southern Meth
Odist, Stanford, Texas Tech.
West Virginia

13'
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'11 Because it is not listed in the directory, here is my number
.
‘:.-again for anyone who needs to contact me: 753-0977.

SAVE

$loan Is Hurt In Cards' Game
:- ST. LOUIS (APi-Bonnie
oan, former Austin Peay
*ate University defensive
tackle and the first deaf man to
. play in the National Football
League, is out with a knee in.jury.
Sloan, who started for the St.
-Louis Cardinals against Phila.*
.71elphia
Sunday, was credited
;With three individual tackles
..;.and two assists. He played
o•rnost of the first half but was
...injured on kickoff coverage in

the third quarter.
"We're still not certain just
how serious it is. It appears the
ligaments were strained," said
St. Louis defensive line coach
Sid Hall.
Sloan may miss two or three
games, Hall said, and his leg
may be set in a cast.
"Bonnie had a pretty good
showing," the coach said.
"There were some mistakes,
but that is to be expected from
a rookie. We sure hate to lose
him now."
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stop at
then the(err
Gripping sus
Clans Leoc

with these
ingenious gassaving devices
Hustler Plcisup
_ We're having anenergy c
In 1971 the total vehicular miles driven in the United States...fere
1 trillion, 186 billion, 289 million.
average car drove just over 10,000 miles and gotabtrt
miles per gallon. With fuel consu ition increasing, it's little wonder
we're having an energy
crisis,
tsun is doing something abouttt. Not
kthrough,-but something we started long before ii
became fashionable. That is, building sensi
sized autoinobilei thiit

if you like to save
money, and we
Think you.
Drivc a batsun
...then decide.

610 2-Door Hardtop

Datsurl Wagon

ONCE UPON A TIME...
__ AcA26
when Grandfather was in his
prime, he had the foresight to
seek the 'shelter' of an MFA
Life Insurance policy.

Ronnie Ross
flo E. Main
75,341419

BATSON
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'B' Team Defense Is
Superb In 0-0 Tie

D.C.CPCDC1434:3•0•0.0.0{34:1.={
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East
G.B.
W. L.
88 61 .591 Baltirnort
81 69 -340 7' /
Boston '
79 70 .530 9
Detroit
75 76 .497 14
York
New
71 79 .473 17'
Milwaukee
66 85 437 23
Cleveland
West
88 61 .591
Oakland
81 69 540
Kansas City
73 75 .493
Minnesota
73 77 487 15'-i
Chicago
69 78 .469 18
California
96 .351 35, 2
52
Texas
Monday's Games
Baltimore 5. New York 4, 10
innings

Pe.

By MIKE BRANDON
Time and time again, it was a
Jets' offensive line and nail
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
North Marshall for 49 yards in hard-hitting, young defensive
A 0-0 tie in a football game losses might offset the 46 yard unit that, though being much
doesn't sound that impressive production on the ground for smaller than their coundoes it?
Murray in the game.
terparts, refused to give
To a small crowd of supOnly three times in the game ground.
porters on a chilly night at were the Tigers able to cross
Total yardage for the Jets
deepest included the 73 net yards on the
The
Holland Stadium who watched midfield.
the "B" teams of Murray High penetration was down to the 33 ground and the six for 11
Minnesota toransas City 3
and North Marshall battle to the of the Jets.
passing of Smith for 47 yards for
ago 3
Texas 10,
Five times North Marshall a 120 combined effort.
scoreless tie, it might have been
Ogaskland 3. California 2, 13 in
nin
even boring.
For Murray,the Tigers had 46
was in Murray territory and
Only games scheduled
But to the young men playing once, the Jets got all the way on the ground and 13 in the air
Tuesday's Games
and to the coaches of the Tigers, down to the Tigers' one yard for a total yardage of 59.
California (Tanana 11) at
imOakland (Hunter 19-4)
line.
the outing was quite
Milwaukee (Lockwood 5-11)
But an alert and stalwart
pressive.
at Cleveland (Timmerman 8-71,
Marshall
give
to
North
that
refused
unit
Conaider
defensive
New York (Medich - 12-8) at
used several of its varsity ground and the frustrated,
Boston (Lee 1691, N
starters in the game.
much larger Jets were unable to
Baltimore (Jefferson 4.5) at
Detroit (Lolich 15.13), N
One of whom, 6-2, 210 pound move Into the Murray endzone.
Minnesota (Blyleven 18-15) at
Early in the first period, the
sophomore fullback Tom
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 7-2), N
Millfelt, rushed for 61 yards in Jets drove to the Tiger 36 but a
Chicago ( Bahnsen 18-18) at
Texas (Bibby 791, N'
less than half of a game. fumble recovery by Kenny
Wednesday's Games
junior Adams stopped the drive.
starter,
Another
California at Texas, 2, N
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)-A
Chicago at Kansas city, N
wingback Eddie McGregor
In the third period, the Tigers
Oakland at Minnesota, 2, N
stopped another drive when junior linebacker from Middle
rushed for 59.
Baltimore at Detroit, N
junior
a
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e
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2
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2
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2
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e
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net
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16
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But the fact that the
2
1
/
54 95 .362 37
n in San Diego
were able to smash through the Mitch Smith for a 16 yard loss. yards and one touchdow
Monday's Games
leading his team to a 27-25
Philadelphia at Chicago, ppd.
triumph over West Carolina. He raid
Montreal 5 1 St LouiS 4-5,
ran for two other scores. The 6- 2nd game 12 innings
Houston 5, Cincinnati 2
foot-2, 205-pound passer is from
Pittsburgh 10. New York 3
Spotswood, N.J.
Atlanta 7. San Diego 0
ofner's
commissio
The OVC
Los Angeles 7, San Francisco
fice named these players as 2
Tuesday's Games
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Houston (Reuss 15 11) at CIO:
-Alan
17 7)
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Tennessee
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East
13-9
Philadelphia (Twitched
Chadwick, Jim Rambo, Gary and
Brett 12 7) at Chicago
12),
7
Pappas
Harrell, Bill Galloway.
54
and
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Austin Peay-Bill Hammon, 2
St Louis (Cleveland 13-9) at
Jimmy Reynolds, Don Wil- Montreal (Moore 715)
New York (Matlack 13-15) at
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(Moose 11-1). N
Middle Tennessee-Mike Fin- Pittsburgh
San Diego (Arlin 10-15) at Atney.
lanta (Harrison 1051, N
San Francisco (Marichal 10Morehead-Tony Harris, Jerat Los Angeles (John 13-7),
Nick
Gideon,
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ry Spaeth,
Wednesday's GamesNighswander.
St LOuis at Philadelphia, N
Kentucky-Jeff
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Pittsburgh at New York, N
McCarthy, Rick Thomas, Doug
Montreal al Chicago
Diego at Houston, 2, N
San
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Atlanta at Los Angeles, N
Murray-Joe Eckert, Don
Cincinnati at San FranciscO,
Diecken, Dale Willis

Tom Pandolfi
Named As OVC
Player of Week

711 Down And Three To Go For
Aaron, Cards And Expos Split
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
Hank Aaron hit another home
run and there was a homer
record tied in Atlanta.
But relax. You didn't sleep
though Nos. 711 through 713. It
wasn't Aaron's record.
Dave Johnson performed two
remarkable feats Monday night
when the Atlanta Braves
blanked the San Diego Padres
7-0.
He belted his 42nd homer of
the 1973 baseball season, tying
Rogers Hornsby's mark set in
1922 for most trots around the
bases by a second baseman.
But then he performed the
near-impossible. He stole some
of the thunder from Aaron, who
belted No. 711 two batters earlier and now needs three more
career homers to catch the
ghost of Babe Ruth.
"Dave's your man tonight,"
said Aaron, who now trails

Ruth's lifetime homer mark by
three. "He's the one who
caught a ghost."
In the other National League
games, Montreal edged St.
Louis 5-4, then the Cardinals
beat the Expos in 12 innings 5-3;
Pittsburgh overpowered New
York 10-3; Houston downed
Cincinnati 5-2; Los Angeles
pounded San Francisco 7-1 and
the Philadelphia-Chicago game
was rained out.
Pirates 10, Meta 3
Willie Stargell drove in four
runs with four extra base hits,
including his 40th homer of the
season, powering the Pirates to
a 10-3 victory over the Mets to
remain one game atop the National League East.
Expos 54, Cards 4-5
Felipe Alou's two-out ninth
inning pinch single tied the
score and Alou came around to
spore the game-winner on a
weird single by pinch hitter

a 7-2 decision over San Francisco.
The scores in the American
League were: Baltimore 5, New
York 4 in 10 innings; Minnesota
8, Kansas City 3; Texas 10, Chicago 3 and Oakland 3, California 2 in 13 innings.

Ron Woods for a 5-4 opening
game victory.
The Cardinals came back to
take the second game. Bernie
Carbo's ninth-inning home run
tied the game in the ninth and
his 12th-inning single untied it
in the 12th, helping St. Louis to
a 5-3 victory.
In between Carbo's two hits,
both teams sweated out a onehour, 12-minute rain delay.
The split left the Expos one
game back of Pittsburgh and
St. Louis 21-2 games behind.

High Attendance

NEW YORK AP) - College
football attendance at the 10
most crowded stadiums last
Saturday, 643,480, was the second highest total in history for
this time of the season, the NaAstros 5, Reds 2
Cesar Cedeno and Bob Wat- tional Collegiate Sports Service
son slammed homers, leading announced Monday.
The top crowd of 86,005 witAstros to a 5-3 victory over CinMinnesota-Ohio
cinnati that snapped the Reds' nessed the
State game in Columbus, with
seven-game winning streak.
the second high, 73,231, watchDodgers 7, Giants 2
Willie Davis slugged his 16th ing the Arkansas-Southern Cal
homer and drove in two runs to game.
The biggest early-season total
back Don Sutton's eight-hit
Pitching, pacing the Dodgers to was 658,652, set last year

SMALL CARS
Sizes [/8-14
178 14

THIS IS'THE PLACE TO BE

DYING ROOM
ON
TUESDAY MOVEOFTHE WEEK

Cold Night In Green Bay
For Joe Willie And Jets
FILWAUKEE r AP) - Ken
Ellis had just been awarded the
game ball, but his frown hardly
reflected it.
"That last touchdown pass is
still in my mind. Darn' It will
take me a week to get over
that," the young Green Bay
cornerback fretted.

A detour in the deert,a rest
stop at a lonely diner- and
then the terror starts.
Gripping suspense. starring
•
ClOnS Le0ChmOn,.

A fatally ill young r run
leaves a legacy of hope to
a boy blinded in an
accident. Starring
Robert'Axing and
_lames Rrolin

Ellis needn't worry. He was
victimized on a 17 yard touchdown pass from Al Woodall to
David Knight, a pair of reserves, with 27 seconds left
Monday night, but by that time
Ellis and his Packer defensive
mates had driven the New
York Jets' brilliant quarterback, Joe Nemeth, to the bench
in abject frustration.
Smothering Namath when it
.counted and running a relentless ball control offense directed by their own quarterback, the much criticized Scott
Hunter, the Packers thrashed
the Jets 23-7 in a nationally
televised National Football
League opener.

Namath, who led the NI.in
touchdown passes and passing
yardage last year, completed 16
of 32 for 203 yards against the
National Conference's No. 1
pass defense of a year ago.
But after the Jets' first
series, which ended in a missed
41 yard field goal attempt by
Bobby Howfield, Nemeth
couldn't lead the Jets past midfield until 7:41 remained to be
played. By that time the Packers had sacked Nemeth three
times and intercepted him once
in rolling to a 23-0 lead.
"I was throwing early,"
disgusted Namath said. "After
our first series, they (Packer
linemen) started coming good
I wasn't throwing worth a
damn, anyway."
The Packers' Chester Marco]
kicked field goals of nine, 37
and 10 yards, while Hunter
threw a 19 yard scoring pass to
tight end Rich McGeorge and
led a fourth quarter march capped by John Brockington's one
. yard touchdown run.
An interception by Ellis set
up Brockin,gton's touchdown,
while a pair of fumble recoveries by safety Jim Hill led to
two other scores.

MEDIUM CARS
Sizes G18-14. 15
R78-14, 15

$2500
Ti;
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MONEY BACK
OR
The ()drum Plan can help you
Corner of 7th & Main

Phone 753-5273
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Saturday, Sept. 29
Murray Middle School

become the shin tries person that you
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over the
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swallowed Contains no dangerous(Nuts
No starving No Wald exercises
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eantoley size S5.25.
Ice must lose ugly fit or your
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bob*/ pis el

Sizes J/8-14. 15

POLYESTER
FIBERGLASS

178 15

Double Wieldy treed

White Walls!
Gillette
TIRES

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay
With Appro6ed Credit

STEEL BELTED
RADIAL
• 75%* more v
road hazard
protection

12/
Tread
Depth

▪ 20%•
better
handling
• Cooler
running*

• 4 Ply
Nylon
Cord

• 12%*
better
'
traction
III Gas econom

Witte Out
MENTOR, Ohio )AP ) Cleveland Cavaliers rookie center Luke Witte will be out of
-action for about four days because of a jammed right
thumb.

1

Magic Carpet
• M compared to our conventional
78 series 4 ply bias tires

Excise
Tax

Conventional size
ER78-14 -F1178-14
GR78-1(HR78-14
GR78-15
HR78-15
JR78-15
LR78-15

(6.50)
(7.35)
(7.75)
(8.25)
(8.55)
(8.25)
(8.55)
(8.85)
(9.15)

• Premium designation misfits to Ins private
Standards of the marketer Ho induattystandard exists
Excise

Ride

39.95
41.95
43.95
48.95
53.95
50.95
55.95
58.95
62.95

$1.88
2.30
2.44
2.57
2.92
2.89
3.20
3.43
3.48

All Tire Prices Plus Tax and Ti-re Off Your Car

Sizes

Whitewalls

Black Wall

.6.50-13
6.95-14
7.35-14
7.75-24
8.25-14
8.55-14
885-14
7.15-15
7.75-15
8.25-15
8.55-15

16.95
17.95
18.95
19.95
20.95
21,95 24.95
18.95
19.95
20.95
21.95

1 5.95
16.95
17.95
17.95
18.95
19.95
N-A
17.95
17.95
18.95
19.95

Tax
$1.75
1.90
2.00
2.12
2.29
2.46
2.71
2.00.

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Phone 753-3164
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 - Sat. 7:30.5:00
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Metric System Changeover May
Come to America in Next Decade
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Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at

WANT-ADS

SERVICES OFFERED
TWO ACRES, nice building site, CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree
south of Coldwater on Highway pushing, fence row, stumps and
ditches, etc. Phone 7531836. Phone 489-2436.
524C
9807.
October 19C

FOR SALE

753

.
1916

WANT TO BUY

Another View

AUTOS FOR SALE
CARD OF THANKS
enclosed
WANT TO BUY large
FORD TORINO-1970 yellow
We wish to express our sincere
trailer, mechanically sound. Will with green
vinyl top. Phone 753- dianks and appreciation to or
pay reasonable price. Phone 436- 9467.
S18NC friends and neighbors for the
Sl9P
5361 after 6:00 pun.
many acts of kindness and exWILLIE'S
INTERIOR di ExWIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of OLDSMOBILE-1962, and 1965 pressions of sympathy shown us
Murray, for your new home or terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
The Ledger & Times. Please Chrysler. Very reasonable. in the death of our mother,
mobile home. Call owner 753- from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103 Selling due to death in family. Louisa Mitchell.
753-7484
after 4:30 p.m. for free
0774.
Sl8C
North 4th Street.
TFNC Phone 753-4652, ask for Jack, or
We especially wish to thank the
estimates
see at 501 North 6th Street. Sl8C staff of the Westview Nursing
WANT
TO BUY 3 to 5 acre
September 18C 1972 YAMAHA 125 Enduro,
Home and Dr. Ammons who
electric start. Other extras. Like
within 10 miles of Murray. Perl CHEVROLET-1969 one ton came to
new, Priced to sell. 812 Olive
our aid during lAwisa's
acre
price
reasonable
must
be
track,
.
with
good
metal
bed
WILL DO trash and. brush Street afte_r
By Owner
and prolonged illness and comforted
4:00 p.m.
S24P
Phone
753-0629
=
evenings
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
radio. $1800.00. Phone 435us during our great sorrow.
E THREE
BEDROOM I 753-6130.
only •
=
5312
TFC TWO BOY'S winter coats, size 6
We are also grateful to Bro.
S21P
.
A. BRICK,large family room,
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
Jack Jones of Locust Grove
2 2 baths-all ceramic tile, I GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears and 8. Four girl's winter coats,
'
17 copies of the Ledger & Times.
Baptist Church and Oneida White
S20C
I central air and heat, 1980 I seamless gutters, installed per size 2. Phone 753-7385.
Please
bring by the Ledger & PONTIAC-1966, $300.00, Phone for their prayers and services,
your
a square feet of living space, B.
specifications. Call Larry
Times Office, 103 North 4th 437-4776.
the
518C and
Blalock-Coleman
built-ins
in
kitchen. I Lyles at 753-2310 for free IT'S APPLE time in Union City,
Street.
Tennessee at Flippin Hillbilly
Funeral Home for their courteous
TFNC
Located two miles from a estimate
TFC
Barn, on Union City-Rickman
town on a one acre wooded 1
PONTIAC CATALINA-1966 and efficient services. We shall
FOR SALE OR LEASE
area. Phone 753-2780, I B&C CONSTRUCTION work Highway. Red delicious, golden
convertible with air Price $275.00 always remember your com1 Days; 753-7682 Evenings I Complete block basements, delicious and Jonathan apples,
GROCERY STORE with or firm Phone 753-4016 after 5.00 forting love and kindness and
pray that God will bless you and
$4 00 bushel, 4 pound bag, 65
after 9:80.
retaining
walls,
patios,
without living quarters. Will take p.m.
Sl9C
I
a
11
.ornfort you in yotir hour of
9.4
S24C
sidewalks, etc. Ten years ex- cents.
house or farm in on trade. Phone
Sorrow.
THREE BEDROOM brick, two perience. Free estimates. Phone
September21P FORD GALAXIE 500-11)65, tires
753-1408.
FOR SALE
The family of Louisa MitGOLF CLUBS, men's, Dunlop,
FOR SALE
baths, central heat and air, 437-4734 or 437in good condition, needs new
chell.
1TP
September26NC full set, nearly new, $100.00.
range, dishwasher, disposal. .4765.
muffler. One owner, 31,000 miles
HELP WANTED
Phone 753-6502.
S2OP ELECTRIC RHYTHM guitar and 11 ACRE lot, located in Aurora,
Landscaped, trees, fenced yard.
Can be seen at 1500 Johnson Blvd.
True-Tone amplifier, $75.00 for :or mobile home. Phone 354-8161 WANTED SOMEONE to live in Phone
Phone 753-8416.
S21C TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn753-7895.
S20C
WANTED TO RENT
S20C after 7.00 p.m.
Ihicicy Lake, Route 1, Springville, MOBILE HOME, 12' x 52', two both. Phone 753-7435.
September 28C house with elderly woman in
/
2 baths, central heat
Murray. Phone 437-4480.
COUNTRY LOTS, extra large. Tennessee will do your stone bedrooms, 11
S18C DATSUN 1600-1966 Roadster,
Restricted, water. $3500.00. work. Large selections of stone. and air, washer, fully un- SALE-ATHON. $100.00 free VEGETABLF-S-LIMA and r
new tires. Good condition. 58,000 FAMILY OF four wants to rent
derpenned.
Phone
three bedroom house. Phone 753753-0263.
fabric
S24C
with purchase of the eye beans. Purple hull and big
Phone 901-593-3534.
Phone Sam Harris 753TFC
miles. Phone 436-2198.
S2OP 0216.
Golden
Touch
and
Sew
Singer
by
S24C
WANTED
SOMEONE
boy
mow
to
peas.
Phone
10361.
435-4976.
October 19C DOZER
SIIIP
SERVICE 11-6 cater-, ONE 10' wide trailer; like new, with desk console of your choice.
lawn. Inquire at 1309 Main
CHEVELLE
-1970
SS396, Cowl
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
October One 1968 GMC N4 ton with Your local Singer Sewing Center, EXERCISER: VIBRATES
S24P induction, 2 U.S. mags, 8.5 15
in- Street.
AUCTION SALE
x
THREE BEDROOM brick, two 19C
maintenance body, new tires, Belaire Shopping Center.
S20C ches off hips, thighs, stomach the
and 2 new ET mags 10 x 15.
years old. Four acres with barn.
'good condition. Priced to sell.
easy way. Phone-253-79M. MSC WANTED C0011, part time and Engine just been rebuilt,
just
3/
1
2 miles east of Murray. Phone
Contact B.B. Dill 753-2930 or 753- FORD PICKUP-1964. 1972
full time, night shift. Apply in repainted, new Gabriel Hi-Jacker AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
BUSINESS
without
A
sign
a
is
a
September n,lo:00 a.m., '4 mile
753-6648.
1551.
S20C
S20C Honda 125cc trail bike. Phone 753- ALMOST NEW 8 track AM-FM person to Long John Silver's,
air shocks, new tires, Roger west of Lynn Grove on Highway
sign of no business. Hanna Sign
8566.
Sl8C with turntable and two speakers, South 12th Street.
S20C Ward on back, factory tech and
Company,753-8346.
TFC ATTIC AND closet sale, Thur
94.
good condition. $125.00.
R SALE
gauges. Guaranteed to be in
This is another big all day
sday, September 20 at American SALE-A-THON now going on 753-9818.
3 Bedroom double wide,
perfect shape. $2,000.00. Phone auction, nice bedroom
Legion
AVERAGE
Building,
suites,
7:30
$5.00
a.m.
to
an
3:00
hour
at
your
local
Singer
Sewing
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
2 baths, 1230 sq. ft.,
p.m. Men's, Women's and girl's Machine Dealer in the Belaire ATTENTION FARMERS!! demonstrating toys, part time. 753-3226 after 5:00 p.m. and ask chairs, tables, appliances and
Phone Paris,642-6551.
central heat, fully carTFC
for Bobby. If not there phone 436- cooking utensils. Also
clothing and Jr. size formals. Shopping Center.
antique
peted, 4 months old. Owner
MSC Rhodes Feed Mill has received Between now and December. 2385.
S21C dealer's complete stock of glass,
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality Rag box, odds and ends of
will sacrifice,
another truck load of gates. House of Lloyd party plan, hiring
China, aladdin and kerosene
work guaranteed. Business and everything. Priced to sell. S20C SETTER FEMALE shepherd, Special 161t., 5-slat panel gate now in Murray in all area towns.
hone 753-7505
BUICK SKYLARK-1970, double lamps, railroad lanterns,
residential. Free estimates.
picture
outstanding. 11 months old. 95 per 820.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate Weekly commission pay checks,
power and air. Less than 25,000 frames, stone Jars,
churns,
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- BOAT-BOSTON Whaler, 14' cent white and orange. Not gun 619.40,6 ft chain link gate, $12.75, plus green stamps. Free training.
MUSIC
actual
miles.
One
year
still
left on kettles, laundry and cook stove,
7201.
TFC with trolling motor, 40 H.P. shy. Classy prospect. All papers 8ft. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft. Hostess gifts and supplies. Only 2
PIANO
TUNING-repairJohnson motor and Parisline to register. Excellent style. chain link gate $14.60, 12ft chain more weeks of hiring. Call 753- warranty $2,000.00. Phone 753- steel tire wagon. Too many good
rebuilding. Prompt expert Ser6965.
S2IC collector's items to
trailer. Phone 436-2245.
list
S24C
524C Flaming Star bloodlines. Phone link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link E291.
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
separately.
Eddie
Roberts, 306 South llth gate $16.50, 16ft. chain link gate
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. terior, city or farm. Quality. TOY POODLE
1969 FORD PICKUP, 6 cylinder, For information phone
Reasonably priced. For free
Chester
puppies, AKC Street, Murray, 753-3301.
S21P $17.50. Also 6ft. steel post $130.35
Phone 753-8911.
straight shift, air conditioner, & Miller Auction Service,
TFC
435estimate phone 437-4790 or 437- registered. Eight weeks old. One
percent hog supplement (pellet SEMI DRIVERS with three y
rig
bed.
Phone
753-6752
after
4042, Lynn Grove, "It Pays To
Octoberl1C silver and 2 blacks. Phone
KANSAS CHAIN jack (com- or meal). $12.00 cwt. 40 percent experience to run 15 states. Must
FOR PIANO lessons in my home 4712.
S2ONC Sell The Chester-Miller
437-4528.
1TC plete),'1" porto powers-molding hog supplement (pellet or meal) have 6 months experience on "cuu
or yours,call Jenna Carter at 492War
.
steel or machinery. Call Ace
sap
sop
CEMENT
CONTRACT
OR.
Lee
miscellane
$13.00
cwt.
and
other
blocks
Fly
body
ous
$2.20
each.
8378.
AUCTION SALE
Childress & Son, 753-6170. Patio, GERT'S A gay girl--ready for a shop items. 16'17' fiberglass 41 per cent dairy concentrate Doran Hauling & Rigging
Company, Mayfield, Kentucky
whirl after cleaning carpets with garage door. Phone 753-8346. SHIC $8.25 cwt. Trandsol cattle
walks
PIANO, BAND Instrument,
a.m etc'
502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
Blue
Lustre.
Rent
electric
wormer
boluses
cents
65
each.
violin, guitar and jazz lessons ,'"-}"'"4"`"‘"shampooer $1. Western Auto, BASS BOAT,
October 18C
15' Fabuglass Prc Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
Phone Erwin or Pat Chandler SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
home of "Wishing Well Gift Model
65
cent
each.
Rhodes
Feed
-1972,
Mill
65
753-1470.
H.P.
Mercury
September 29C Electric Complete pump repair Shop."
S20C trolling motor. Phone 753Cuba,Kentucky. 382service. Let us check your old
2593.
9467.
October 9c EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now
S21C
LESSONS: GUITAR, dobro PumP far you before you buy a GIRL'S BICYCLE with banana
to December 1st. Weekly
- RAIN or SHINE (Slide guitar ) and upright bass. new one. 24 hour. emergency seat,$15.00. Phone 753-4879. S20C
GAS DRYER-Kenmore, "like 1973 YAMAHA 360cc Enduro, like paycheck, no collecting, no
.
Complete stock and equipment of Damon Baleen's Grocery
Six openings, left for beginner service. Phone 753
'
delivery,
no
cash
investment
.
*including building and lot no. 44, unit 2 of Kentucky
guitar students. Instructor 5543.
September 26C 641 PET Skop, north. Chihuahua new" avocado green $100.00 new, 4 months old, $850.00. Phone Playhouse Toy Company,
Lake
Nancy
siaic 753-5694 after 5:00 p.m.
S2OP
Development Co. on Cypress Spring Road in southeast
puppies, pecker, spitz, tiny toy Phone 753-9866.
formally with the Lester-Flatt
Frick,527-7133.
OctoberIC
A section of Calloway County Kentucky. The equipment
Show in Nashville. Call or come CATTLEMEN-HOG producers. poddles, parakeets, fish an
in.
Have you wished for a
V eludes 2 cold drink boxes, meat box, scales, meat
in: Benton Music Center, Friday Rhodes Feed Mill will store your supplies. Phone 753slicer,
Octoberl1C
* paper rack, refrigerator, cash register, candy case
12:00 to 5:00 or Saturday 9:00_ grain, any amount, shell corn oc,th62.
PEST CONTROL
and
:
counter, 2 adding machines, 20' deep freeze, cabinets
5:00. Basement of the National ear corn,for your convenientftl"b
and
counter, shelving, metal racks,2 minnow boxes and agitator,.
Building, llth& Main Street, 527- making feed. Phone Rhodes FA TWO BUNK bed mattresses.
,FOR THE best in pest control
wire fencing and pipes.
1504.
Sl8C Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 tor phone 753.4609.
SltP
service
termite
and
control
call
4 Equipment includes 1966 Chevrolet Pickup,6 cylinder;
more information.'OctoberSO
1964
.
Superior Exterminating Com- A Ford Dump,2
ton truck, gravel bed, completely rebuilt; 1966
JEWELRY FOR sale. Phone 436BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
pany,753-7266.
T John Deere 20-10 series diesel engine, automatic
-TIMBER-LODGE on TenntranS19C
TFC *mission, completely rebuilt.
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Tract 2: Includes 4 lots no. 361-362-363-364 in section of'
service local accounts' Childrens Tennessee, will build complete..
2
AUTOS FOR SALE
Kentucky Lake Development Co. Owner reserves the right
products featuring Sesame Street ftreplaces, starting at only DRILL PRESSES; platform
to7
A reject all bids.
& Disney items! Highly weekly $695.00. Selection of stones floor scales; battery chargers;
MONTE
CARL/)
--1973,
black,
electric
heaters
and
fans;
V
Owner reserves the right to reject all
and monthly earnings possible! .available. Satisfaction
4
bids.
air conditioning, stereo tape
electric welders-three phase and
Inventory, materials & training guaranteed. Phone 901-593Sale conducted by,
deck.
Phone
7534550.
October
19C
single phase; all types of electric
necessary. $3,300. cash required! 3534.
TFC
motors-new and used. This is
Call or write A i i Marketing
just listing a few items we have.
DODGE DART-1969 GT Sport.
Corp., 11276 Harry Hines Blvd.,
T.L. Asphalt Paving
,r
We buy and trade.'What do you
gold with white vinyl top, extra
Dallas, Texas 75229. Call collect
-Driveways -Parking areas
2
• Zi11.0
I
tiftNei .,have for sale? We might buy it.
Sharp. Phone 753-5965 or 753-1688,
S19P
Mr. Cook ( 214) 243-1981
411_18
Repairs
Open all day Saturday. Dill
P
Netresponsible in case of accident
for Butch McKinney.
,ask
S20C
=
>
Phone 247-7201 anytime
Electric, located Murray Drive
guaranteed
work
All
,
free
now!
business
HAVE YOUR own
_-ADCrIb-N SALE
Inn theatre entrance, phone 753Wa""nissa and Chad" =amA-i
"Ti ...
titigleerl
.
t
No financial risk. Great poteritial
2930.
Sl9NC
working part time. Phone 753October I7C JERRY'S REFINISHING &
2'7 ft.-4 Bunks-Roofed Deck
1470.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles CONCRETE STEPPING stones
AUCTION
and
concrete
splash
South
of
blocks.
Murray
on
TIME: Saturday-Sept. 22, 1973 - 10:00 A.M.
Hwy.
641.
LOST &FOUND
Electric Sink-2 Burner Counter Top Range-CarpetedJerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492.- Murray Lumber Company, 104
LOCATION: 11
/
2 Mi. Southeast of Almo, Ky., on Temple Hill Rd. Watch for signs!
Large Sundeck Wide Walkways-LIKE NEW 40 h.p.
S19C
LOST LARGE male German 8837.
TFC Maple Street.
Motor.
FARM EQUIPMENT:
2 Water Pumps (Carver)
2 Pc. Bedroom Sets (2,
shepherd, black with light brown
John Deere - 1020 Tractor
300 Gal. Oil Tank
3 Pc. Bedroom Set(Four
coloring. Lost in vicinity of FOR ALL your additions- B LTONE FACTORY fresh
J.D. Hay Baler
This boat is easy to handle and fun to use. Mooring
Haines
poster bed)
hearing aid batteries for all make
University. Reward. Phone 767. remodelin
J.D. Mower
space one of the most accessible and convenient on the
g, residential or hearing
Single
Trees
aids.
Wallis
Drugs.
S19C
2722 after 6:30p.m.
Refrigerator (2)
S20C commercial. New or old. Free
J.D. Hay Conditioner
lake.
Double Tree
Electric Heater
J.D. Hay Rake (Side Delivery)
estimates: Ca117534123.
Buck Saw
TFC
REGRET,
NO
the
best
yet:
Blue
Portable TN. ( 2)
J.D. 2 Bottom Plow (3 Pt. hitch)
SERVICES OFFERED
Sythe
Lustre
cleans
carpets
3 Pc. Bedroom Set Modern)
J.D. 10 Ft. Cultipadter
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign beautifully. Rent
electric
Misc. Chairs
J.D. 2 Row Planter(3 Point Hitch) Wrenches of All Kinds
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Company, 607 South 4th Street. shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
Cement Water Tanks
Bunk Beds
Call for appointment
J.D. Disc Harrow
FL
-Heavy
Phone 753-8346.
October17C Shopping-Center.
.
S22C
Calf Nursing Buckets
Duty
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Cattle
Oiler
MISCELLANEOUS
Bush
Hog
FOR SALE
also bank grave), fill dirt and
753-8776
REDUCE SAFE & fast wi
Elect. Fence Wire
Boys Bike
Grader
Blade-6
Ft.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
Pressure Canner
SEWING MACHINE-1972 Good GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
.
AIR Chalmers Model CA Tractor -Corn Shovels, Rake Ax's
or 354-8161, after 5:00 pm. TFC Housekeepe
Feed Bags
Milk Cans
r,like new. $100.00 or pills." Holland Drug Store, 109
Loading Boom
DehornersLike new
S19C COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby
Lawn Setee
best offer Gibson acoustic guitar South 4th.
Rubber Tire Farm Wagon
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY and
Cow Yoke
Picnic Table
case. In good condition.
Sales, Highway 68, Benton. on ensimel
Misc.
Horse
Drawn
Equipment
finish, guaranteed
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Feed Bags
Wagon Wheels
$100.00. Phone 767-4748.
524€ BASS BOAT, 15' tri hull Kentucky.
2 Cattle Waterers
October1C
years.
For
tree
detailed
estimate
Master 489-2504.
TFC
fiberglass, two seats, 75' H.P.
Wheel Barrow Heavy duty)
Hole
Hog
Feeder
phone
HOUSEHO
Atkins
LD
Gutter
Service,
Heat Lamps
MAILING MACHINE. Elliot Evinrude self starter motor, tilt WATERMELONS,one or a truck Murray,7534407 or
Pig Feeder
753FURNISHINGS:
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Hyd. Jack --5 Ton-same as
Dymatie- 8101. Ideal for church trailer. $750.00. Used ap- load. Arkansas black and black 3992.
,Feeder Fig Gates & Posts
OctoberlOC
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
Gas
Space
Heater
new
bulletins
or
organization proximately 12 hours. Phone 474- diamond. 25 to 60 pounds. Home
Electric Fence Charger
Gas Range
13th Street, "Every day you
Vise
S19C grown. Pete Valentine, Puryear,
newsletters. Will sacrifice, p2742.
Platform
Scales
End Tables
delay lets bugs have their
Tenn., phone 642-4439.
Screen Wire
Contact Gene McCutcheon at The
S19P
Say Hooks
way."
Kitchen Sets ( 2)
TFC Ledger
FOR
BETIER
cleaning,
to
keep
Rope Thimble
Times,
&
1Q3 N. 4th St.,
Sewer Snake
Kitchen Table (Chrome)
gleaming, use Blue Lustre UPRIGHT PIANO braided rug; •
Grease Guns
753-1916.
• Sump Pump
snric colors
Living Room Om. Chairs
•
carpet cleaner. Rent electric table and four chairs. Phone 733-•
SWING
Rubber Tires
•
Spring Tooth Harrow
a
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
3 Pc. Sectional Sofa
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market, 6602 or 753-6069.
•
Tractor Tire Chains
lo
a
SEX'
Mainter
i
t
i
LUMIN
ance
:
l
Section
ee
Harrow
2
No
and
a
E
GLEANER
combine
in
good
Lamps
Plumbing-electrical-roofing
Five Points.
S22C
Other Misc Items
•
• More Painting
•
a
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days ot condition, with cab, robot control
OLD
RCA
23"
black
and
white
We
•
cover
all
wood. It will'
TERMS CASH
753-7825nights.
•
TFC and grain head. For further in- PONY,SADDLE. Can be seen at television,$20 00. Phone 753•
cut 30 per-cent off your i
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: The farm of Raymond Washburn & James Gillikin has been
formation phone 753-5602 between
sold
Frank Kendall's, Highway 94 3570.
•
S2ONC •
and they no longer haveneed of these items, and have commissioned Lile Real Estate
S2AC east about 3 miles.
•
a heat bill.
PROFESSIONAL POODLE and 8:00 a.m.and 4:30 p.m.
&
S19C
2.
Cell
ter
Auction
Free
Fatbnatet to sell thls equipment.
-Schnauzer clipping and grooming
250 MX Yamaha and factory
with a personal touch. By ap- FOR ALL your coal needs call or TRAVEL TRAILER, like new trailer, $500.00. Number 97,
t:-.4.4.41-.LIILE REAL ESTATE &- AUCI1ON
pointrnent, Lyn Dunn, phone 759- ,write- Edward -ipnek, Route 1, 18', shower, bath, self contained. Riviera Courts,
Phone 753-0263
Vernon !Ale-Auctioneer
Aurora,
Ky.
4881
Oct•ber2Nc Nebo,Kentucky 249-3622.
524C Phone 753-6072.
S22C 8:00 a.m.-3:00p.m.
SW

/. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
§v FOR SALE I

FOUR CHAIRS, indoor or outdoor, $2.00 each. Child's outdoor
mock log cabin playhouse, $20.00.
Smith -Corona upright
typewriter, $65.00. 6 H.P. boat
motor, $45.00. Small tape
recorder, $10.00. Phone 753-4684,
after 5:00 p.m.
S2AC

I

- its6

4-'111

I

111\k

sitE,

,...................
:4***AUCTION a 1
:Saturday, Sept. 29, 1:60 p.m.
4

HObySthought tILC2,,AT
TOO EXPENSIVE?

4

; Wilson & Thompson s
•
Auction Service :

-C-*
C

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAIN!
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Mandatory Overtime Limit,
Pension Are Agreement Keys

Retailers Defying
Gas Ceilings Or
Are Closing Down

DETROIT ( API — A weekly ment reached
between the the agreement would end the
limit of 14 hours of mandatory Chrysler Corp.
and the United nation's first major industrial
overtime and retirement with Auto Workers.
strike of 1973. They walked out
full pension after 30 years on
If approved by 117,000 pro- at midnight Friday
when the
the job were keys to the agree- duction worke
rs at Chrysler, old contract expired.
WASHINGTON (API — Gas ceilings on retail gasoli
In industrial union terms, it
ne were
station owners have told the being debated in court
certainly is a breakthrough and
elseCost of Living Council that where in the city, representaprecedent setting," UAW Presisome of them are closing down tives of Western gasoline
dent Leonard Woodcock said
staa substitute measure that
Stubblefield, Natcber and Monday in announ
because of the council's price tion operators and severa
cing
terms
l senof
contains the $185 million Marzol
l voted "nay."
ceilings and some others are ators spent nearly two
the pact with the nation's No. 3
hours
medical services program, but
defying the regulations.
++++
Monday with council officials in
auto maker.
removes the PHS hospital
SENATE
counci
As the
l's Phase 4 price a meeting arranged by Sen.
But his glowing statement
section of the bill.
RADIO FREE EUROPE— was not echoed on the
Pete V. Domenic', R-N.M.
picket
Stubblefield, Natcber and Reject
ed, 29 for and 56 againr, line outside a key Chrysl
Bud Watch, an Oklahoma
er
Mandl voted "yea."
EMER
GENC
I13—The Ellis Senior Citizens Center was the site of a
an amendment to cut federal plant in Detroi
program sponsored recently
City gas station owner said 25
t.
by the local chapter of the American Red Cress,and the
++++
funding of Radio Free Europe
Mercy Professional Ambulance Service. The
(Cautioned from Page 1)
per cent of Oklahoma City gas
WINE—Passed,
-try and and Radio Liberty by 50 per "They're still telling us we lecture, entitled "Emergencies, what to do until help arrives,"
was presented by Robert Cox, an though he
stations have voted to shut
have to work more than eight instructor for the Ameri
151 against, a bill tO'kricick out
said
it
was
"no
betcan Red Cross and chief of technicians for the Mercy Ambul
cent in fiscal 1975, which begins hours a day," said
ance. Cox has ter a story than the rumors down because they can't make
state laws that .permit higher
John Hen- bad extensive emergency training, includ
ing the advanced paramedical course for mobile
July 1, 1974. At present these derson, a welder
cardiac that have been circulating a profit. Those that have detaxes or licensing fees for
at the Mack technicians. Any individual or organization wishin
g to have lectures or course given should contac
stations receive about 97 per
Avenue plant.
t about the vice president cided to remain open are
distributing wines produced
Mrs.
Jean
Blanke
nship at the local Red Cross chapter or William Marcum at the
cent of their money from the
Mercy Ambulance recently."
Under the agreement, an em- Service
charging up to 4 cents over the
out-of-state. Several states have
government.
ploye cannot be forced to work
such laws to protect their own
Thomson has declined to legal price, he said.
Supporters of the fund cut more than nine hours
(Staff Photo by David Hill) comment directly
wine industries.
a day or
on the subargued that the stations are more than six days
a week.
Supporters said these taxes
stance of the various news reCold War
relics whose
Other major provisions of the
discriminate against out-ofports concerning Agnew's legal
sometimes
"provocative" dire' e-year pact included wage
state wineries in violation of the
difficulties in a Maryland probe
programs hinder America's hikes of just over
five per cent
Constitution, which calls for a
of alleged political corruption.
chance of detente with Com- in the first year
and three per
free flow of interstate comThe Post said the unnamed
munist countries. They called cent in the second
Dr. Bobby Malone, assistant
The Home Department of the senior Republ
merce.
and third
ican it talked to professor in
their news programs redundant years; more inspec
the department of
Murra
y Woman's Club will had spent two hours
tions of
Opponents argued that the
with Ag- educational servic
because so many other stations- plants in a bid
e at Murray
meet
Thurs
day,
Septe
mber
21st
to
make
20,
new
them
Amendment, which such
last week trying to talk
State University, will be the
as Armed Forces Radio, safer; and an extra paid
at two p.m. at the club house for him out of resign
repealed Prohibition, gives the
holiing,
but
was
the BBC and the Vatican net- day, the
speaker at the first meeting of
a business meeting.
day after Thanksgivstates absolute authority over
convinced that he had failed
work-also broadcast to the ing. Chrysl
the Carter School ParentSenior
Citize
ns
of
Murra
er production workthe sale of alcoholic beverages
y
and
and
that the vice president
The funeral for Mrs. Ovis
Soviet Union and Eastern ers now
Teach
er Association to be held
Callo
way
Count
y
will
avera
be guests would resign.
Within their boundoirea.
ge $5.12 an hour
(Eula ) Riley of Kirksey Route
Europe.
on Thursday, September 20, at
The agreement also guaranThe bill now gots. lo the
According to the article, the
John Rule of Kirksey Route One is being held today at one of the department for a tea at
Opponents argued that the tees wage parity
seven p.m. in the school
Senate.
between One died Monday at 3:30 p.m. at p.m. at the Mt. Olive Church of 2:30 p.m. Ed Oliver of the high-ranking Republican said
radio stations broadcast a Chrysler's U.S.
cafete
ria.
Social
Securi
ty
office
and Canadian his residence. He was 70 years Christ where she was a membe
at Agnew is determined to prove
Stubblefield, NateIssi
'
Iiad valuable American point of
r Paducah will addres
Presiding at the meeting will
employes. Canadian workers of age and a retired farmer.
s
the
group
that
he
Mazzoll voted "yea."
is
innoce
with
Bre.
nt
of the be Mrs. David
James Shockley of- and
view and that a 50 per cent fund now receiv
Roos. Other
answer questions con- charges that have been
e 11 cents an hour
The deceased was a member ficiating.
++++
under officers for the
cut would put the stations out of less.
year are Mrs.
cernin
g
the
progr
am.
invest
the
of
igatio
Kirkse
Churc
n
y
in
Christ
h
Baltim
of
Nephe
,
ore.
ws
are
servi
ng as
business.
T.D. McMillen, vice-president,
ACCESS -TO Hostesses for the meeting will
The "30-and-out" retirement veteran of World War I, and a pallbearers and burial will be
However, the newspaper said
in be Mrs.
Sea. Marlow Cook (11) and
Mrs. Richard W. Knight,
INFORMATION Struck, 213 for
Dwigh
t
Crisp,
Mrs.
the
vice
Nix
membe
president is considr of Murray Masonic the Mt. Olive Cemetery with
package carries no minimum
secretary, and Mrs. Sam Bell,
and 185 against, a proposal Walter Huddleston (DI did not
age. It provides a pension boost Lodge No. 105 Free and Ac- the arrangements by the Linn Crawford, Mrs. Alfred Taylor, ering resigning because of the treasu
rer.
giving Congress the power to vita.
Mrs.
O.C.
Wells,
and
Mrs.
intens
Ray
cepted
e
pressu
Mason
re
Funera
on
s.
Born
of
Novem
his
850
monthl
l
family
Home of Benton.
ber
y starting next
+++++
Supervised play for children
force the State Department and
Buckin
ghern.
and
also
13,
1902,
because of indications of
he was the son of the
Mrs. Riley, age 71, died
SOCIAL SECURITY— March and a total $200 increase
parents attending the
related agencies, such as the
that President Nixon wants him
by Oct. 1, 1978. The current late John Ransom Rule and Sunday at 4:15 a.m. at the
meeting will be in the school
U.S. Information Agency, to Passed, 59 for and 31 against, a
resign
to
Marjor
.
ie
pensio
Killeb
Commu
n
$500.
rew
is
Rule.
nity
It also elimiHospital, Mayfield.
library. Those who have not
provide certain congressional new timetable for imIn the past, Agnew and his
nates a provision in the current
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. She is survived by her husband,
previously paid dues may do so
committees with internal plementing a 5.9 per cent costaides have repeatedly disof-living, increase in Social contract under which retire- Mary Harrell Rule of Kirksey Ovis Riley, daughter, Mrs. Jean
at this meeting. All parents of
documents
and
counte
d
any
possibi
ment benefits are reduced Route One; two daughters,
Thomp
com- Security benefits. The
lity
of
son
resigof Benton, son, H.L.
Carter School students are
Mrs.
munications relating to foreign
action,
The Parent-Teacher Club of nation.
when a retiree becomes eligible Jackie Smith of Bronson,
urged to attend.
Mich., Riley of Alan Route One,sister, New Concord Elementary
policy. The rejected proposal which came as an amendment
Thomson said he did not
for Social Security.
and Mrs. Joyce Fightmaster of Mrs. Pearl Edwards of Murray School
Other committee chairmen
would have given Congress the to a civil service retirement
will meet Thursday, know who the prominent ReThe tentative agreement does Sterling, Va.; two sons,
are: Mrs. John Hina, yearbook,
John Route Eight, and two grand- September 20, at 7:30 p.m. at public
authority to impound agencies' benefit bill, advances the efan
referr
not cover the 10,500 UAW-repre- Thomas Ruley of Suitland,
ed to in the Post Mrs.
date
Md., children
operating budgets if the fective
Larry Doyle, Hospitality,
of
a sented
the school.
report is and said the vice preswhite collar workers at and Richard (Jim) Rule
Mrs. A.W. Simmons, Jr.,
requested information was not previously passed Social
of
Presen
ting
the
progr
am
will
ident
Chrysl
talked
er.
Bargai
with
severa
ning
on an Warren, Mich.; two brothers,
l per- library, Mrs. Darrel
provided within 35 days of a Security increase from July 1,
l Parker,
be the eighth grade who will sons in the past week.
He named playground, Mrs. Alton
1974 to the day the measure agreement for those employes Rufus Rule of Kirksey Route
request
.•
- •
give
Swift,
a
basket
ball
exhibi
tion for Senate Minority Leader Hugh
One and Eddie Rule of Benton;
•
becomes law. The boost, which continued.
health, Mrs. Tommy Carraway,
the "back to school" night.
Scott
and
Rep.
The priellat was contained in now faces House action, would
John
McClory, safety, Mrs. Kenneth
Woodcock said he is certain eleven grandchildren; four
Hal
Remsey,
Winchester,
PTC R-111., an occasional tennis
a conkrence report of a bill benefit about 30 million
child haven, Mrs. Jo Bennett,
persons. production workers will not be great grandchildren.
presid
ent,
and
Bob
Allen,
school partner, as among these, but
authorizing funds for the fiscal
Funeral services will be held
Supporters argued that back in the plants before
telephone, and Mrs. Morris
principal, urge all parents and said he did not
next
1974 operation of the State persons living on fixed
have a complete Baucum, facult
Dr. Bobby Joe Sims, Interested persons to
Social week because the UAW's con- Wednesday at one p.m. at the
y represenattend
.
list.
Department. The vote struck Security incomes
tative.
deserve more tract ratification procedures chapel of the Linn Funeral Associate Professor of Political
the provisions from the bill and money during
Home, Benton, with Bro. Science at Murray State
inflationary will take at least that long.
sent the bill back to conference times. They said
elderly
The pact has been approved Connie Wyatt officiating. Burial University, will be the speaker
with the Senate, which favors couples presently
receive a by the union's International Ex- will be in the Mt. Olive for the Wednesday noon lunthe access-to-information "meager $3,252,"
yearly Social ecutive Board and the 13-mem- Cemetery in Calloway County. cheon at the United Campus
Maytag Dishwasher
Friends may call at the funeral Ministry this week.
Security payment4190 below ber Chrysler bargaining
team.
Demon
stration Specials
Those voting for said the the Bureau of Labor Statistics It must be approved by the 200- home.
"The Issue of Amnesty" will
for one week!
access would open classified minimum "survival budget." member Chrysler Council bebe the subject of Dr. Sims'
Opponents claimed the in- fore it is submitted to union
and sensitive material to public
presentation to the gathering of
university and townspeople at
scrutiny and would jeopardize crease will cost $2 billion in cals for a vote by the rank and
the Administration's ability to fiscal 1974 and will "break the file.
12:30 on Wednesday.
budget." Some opponents said if
conduct foreign policy.
Dr. Sims has been on the
the House passes the measure
faculty at Murray State since
Those voting against argued the Presid
ent will likely veto the
FREE KrITENS
1966. He is a graduate of Murray
that access to foreign policy civil
Everett (Red) Stunson, a
Two kittens, six weeks old,
service bill because of this
State
and has recently earned
documents is essential for the "Infla
tionary" amendment.
are free to persons for pets. For retired painter who resided on his Ph.D. in Political
Science
performance of Congress' role
Mayfie
ld,
route
1,
died
at 10:20 from
Huddleston voted "yea" and information call 753-0233 after
SoutheRn
Illinois
in the conduct of foreign policy. Cook
a.m. Friday at Westview
five p.m.
voted "nay."
Nursing Home in Murray. He University. Dr. Sims has also
studied at the University of
was 81 years of age.
Southern California.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
The United Campus Ministry
'Erma Stunson, a son, Thomas
luncheons are open to the
E.Stunson, Galveston, Texas, a
public. They are held each
daughter, Mrs.
Howard Wednesday 12:30
at the United
McIntosh, of Mayfield, and a
brother Marshall Stunson, Campus Ministry 202 N. 15th
Street. For information or
Evansville, Ind.
reservations call 753-3531.
He also leaves three grandchildren, two great grandchildren, four step grandchildren and two step great
grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted at 2:30 p.m. Sunday at
The Hazel Woman's Club will
the Byrn Funeral Chapel, hold its first meeting of the new
Mayfield with Jim Sloan of- club year on Thursday,
Sepficiating. Burial was in the tetnber 20, at seven p.m. at the
Macedonia Cemetery.
Community Room of the Dees
Pallbearers were Junior Bank of Hazel.
Humphreys, Bill Haynes,
"GFWC Resolutions and
Gerald Wyatt, Jack Ford, Orientation of New
and
JEmes Warmth, and Glendall Prospective Members" will
be
BUILT-INS -CONVERTIBLE
Haynes.
the theme of the program.
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore,
president, urges all members
and interested persons to attend.

Roll Call...

Agnew...

Deaths and Funerals

John Rule Dies
Monday Afternoon
At Kirksey Home

Home Department
Plans Tea Thursday

Dr. Malone Will
Speak At Carter

Mrs. Ovis Riley's
Services Today

New Concord PTC
To Meet Thursday

Bobby Joe Sims To
Speak Wednesday
At UCM Luncheon

Everett Stunson
Dies At Westview
Nursing Home

they're
talking
about

Woman's Club Will
Meet On Thursday

g Dishwashers
ON TV...see them for yourself at

WARD-ELKINS
the 3level scrubbers available
in 4 models...2 styles

Final Rites Held
For Robert Jones

Final rites
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Robert Jones of
••• Benton RouteforTwo,
•
ly of Blood,River WMU
• Students,
• the Kirksey commuformer
nity, are
being held today at one p.m at Plans Conferen
• the
•
ces
chapel of the Collier Funeral
•
Home, Benton, with Rev.
: Welc
The Woman

ome back to
Murray:
l'anifTrenholm's Restaraant:
•
•
•

CC,
Brasher officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt. Olive
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mr. Jones, age 73, died
Sunday at five p.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital. He
was a member of the Dexter
Church of Christ.
He is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Mary Ruth
Pierce of Murray, Mrs Norma
Rose and Mrs. Sue Keen of
Benton Route Three, and Mrs.
Amma Walters of Calvert City
Route One; three sons, Charles
Specializing in Pizza, Spaghetti, Catfish,
Jones of Murray Route Three;
• • Gilbert Jones of Allen Park,
.0
and the,punosil _ _71_Gskp!__ D0_
-• Mich., and
Jones of
•
_40.14.4,if,A __ =--,---- • Lincoln -Park,Barber
. -Mich.; -Miter,
.
.
•
• Mrs. Mable Jones of Benton
••••••••
6.400•4••••••••••••••• Route Three: 21 grandchildren;
.:. ••
- ••
----eight great grandchildren
•
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Union of the Blood River
Baptist Association will hold the
annual leadership conferences
on Thursday and Friday,
September 20 and 21.
On Thursday at seven p.m.
the conference will be held at
First Baptist Church, Benton,
and on Friday at ten a.m, the
conference will be at the First
Baptist Church, Murray. A
covered dish luncheon will be
served at the conference at
Murray on Friday.
Mrs. Pete Carlisle of Kirksey,
Blood River WMI.1 director
urges all directors, lea • s,
officers, and memberkat the
various.WW1.%re of the.
churches to att
the conferences. A nursery will be
provided.
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